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I. roRBWOao 
The Iris Images, Inc., film processing lab was the first commercial 
solar application in its geographic area. It was one of the first solar 
systems completed under the national solar demonstration proqram and was 
among the first systems conq)letely instrumented and monitored under the 
national solar data network. 
The film processing laboratory served as a prototype not only for 
solar utilization but for the interaction of government and the private 
sector in the development of the demonstration program and, to some 
extent, the solar industry. 
The reader should be cautioned not to consider the design as the 
state-of-the-art. It is important to note the sections on lessons learned 
and to keep in mind the time frame of the installation and the subsequent 
rapid growth of the solar industry. 
John Cofrin, the owner of the film processing lab, must be COftIllended 
for his pioneering spirit and commitment toward solar utilization. The 
solar installation was planned with or without government support. 
Other key participants in the project included Interactive Resources, 
Inc., Point Richmond, California, who provided architecture, engineering 
and construction management services as well as the contracting lor the 
installation of the solar system. NASA's solar demon~tration office in 
Huntsville, Alabama, provided project management for th~ government under 
ERDA/DOE. and IBM, Huntsville, was responsible for the instrumentation 
program, also unde~ contract co DO~. 
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II. EXECUTIVE &tJMMARY 
'rhe following i8 a brief 8U1l114ry of the Iris Image., Inc., solar 
inatallation. Major features of this system include a 
·Collector type, Site-fabricated, flat plate, liquid 
·Preeze protection: C,i"'culation, draindown (Changed to draindown sch .. 
"Application: Photographic process water heating after fre.ze.) 
'Storage type: Glass-lined steel tank 
.New or retrofit: New 
The solar enerqy is used to heat photographic process water in a 
commercial photo processing laboratory located in Mill Valley, California. 
The solar system was installed in the new building durinc; the spring of 1976. 
'l'wo collector banks are mounted on the flat roof of the building with 
a total aperture area of 640 square feet. Both banks were site fabricated. 
The absorber plates for one bank are aluminum, as manufactured by Sunburst 
Solar Energy, 1:1;1,:. The other absorber plates are copper and were manu-
factured by S('llar Development, Inc. Copper t\1bing is used foX' the fluid 
passages in both collectors. 
Both banks are connected in parallel with rigid copper connections 
to th~ risers. water is pumped between the collectors and three l2o-gallon 
insulated storage tanks {one hour's load) located on the floor of the mechanical 
room. All ancillary equipment and controls are also located in tlle mechanical 
room near the storage tanks. 
Filtered cold water is first preheated in the solar storage lanks and 
then flows to the auxiliaI1' heater. Auxiliary heatinq of the process water 
is p10vided by a gas-fired storage-type water heater. 
A low-temperature (under l20°F) industrial process such as a film 
processing laboratory is perhaps the ideal application for solar utilization. 
Wi th a constant year rOUlld daytime load, storage reqUirements are minimized 
and solar u~ilization is maximized. High collector efficiencies can be 
expected with the low operating t~perature. 
The most unique aspect of this project is the use of low-cost site-
fabricated collectors--an ideal solution where low-cost, skilled labor is 
available. 
The major lesson learned was ths importance of fail-saf~ freeze 
protection. Relying on pumped circulation in this mild climate did not 
work when the electric power (to the pump) failed during a freeze. Sub-
sequently, the system was modified to drain down in the event of a power 
failure. 
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III. SITE AND BUILDING DESCRIPTION 
A. Site Description 
. . 
" 
.;, 
The slightly sloping site i~ located in Miil,Valley, California, close 
to the San Francisco Bay, at 38°N. latitude. The cltmate is mild with 3,077 
annual heating and 280 annual cooling degree days. (See figure 111.2 for. 
Mean Daily Temperatures; Figure 111.3 for Mean Oaily Insolation; and Figure 
III.4 for Water Temperature Data.) 
B. Building Description (See Figure 111.1) 
The Iris Images, Inc., Film Processing Laboratory i3 a simple, 3,900-
square-foot, one-story, industrial building designed for maximum flexibility--
no internal load-bearing walls. Clean air and no light were important 
requirements and therefore minimal windows were used (only on the front). 
Walls. The walls are of standard wood frame construction with fiberglass 
batt io'lsulation, stucco and wood exterior, and gypsum wall board interiors. 
Roof. The flat, built-llp roof is supported by plywood and truss joists 
spanning freml the east to Wp.st walls. The trusses are deep enough to allow 
for access between the ceiling and roof. This "attic" space is insulated 
with fiberglass batt insulation and ventilated. Board walkways were installed 
around the collector support sheds to protect the roofing from foot traffic. 
Floor. The floor is generally a painted concrete slab with carpeting in 
the gallery and office areas. 
C. Space and Water Heating Systems 
Space heating is provided by two gas-fired hot air furnaces (two zones). 
Each furnace is coupled t.o an l!lectronic air clcan~r a.1d cooling coil. Con-
sidering the mild climate and substantial internal heat, the space heating 
requirements are minimal. A majoc process water heating ~oad of 6 GPM (! 
pe.tk) for eight hours per day at lOO°F is ideally suit~d for solar utilization. 
Backup water heating is provided by a conventional tank-type gas \Jat"·~r 
heater. MiXing/temperature control valves are utilized at each processor and 
sink for accurate temperature control. 
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F'igure IlL 1 
Site Plan 
Mad r ona St. ree t 
Figure III. 2 
Mean tures* 
J n Feb Mar Apr Ma Jun J ul Aug Sept Oct Nov J) c 
Max . 55 . 2 60.2 4. - 9 .4 74 . 2 7 83 .4 82.1 82.1 74.6 64 .9 5-:' .3 . 
Mi n. 38. 3 3 . 2 38 . 42 . 7 45 . 0 47. 48.3 47 .7 47. 6 44.9 40.3 37. 
*Th proj c t si t e is wi t hin [iv mil s f K ntfie 1d, C lifornia, from 
wh ich his datd W s d riv ~d . 
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Figure III.3 
~verage Horizontal Insolation. 
Month ,B'l'U/Sq. Pt. 
January 722.872 
February 969.146 
March 1,565.65 
April 2,051.55 
May 2,250.91 
June 2,416.27 
July 2,313.82 
August 2,105,.45 
September 1,729.25 
October 1,340.01 
November 1,014.34 
December 767.539 
*Mcan daily insolation for a lO-year period (1957-67) on a horizontal 
surface. Data was collected at the University of California, Richmond Field 
Stati"n Salt Wat.er Cnnversion Laboratory, 10 miles from the project site. 
Month 
January 
February 
March 
April 
May 
June 
July 
August 
September 
October 
November 
December 
Figure III.4 
vJater Temperature Data· 
~ncominq Water Temperature (OF) 
55.5 
53.5 
54.6 
57 
64 
68 
68 
70 
68 
66 
58 
56.5 
*Marin Municipal Water District data (average 1974). 
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IV. 
SOLAR SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 
i 
I' , 
IV. SOLAR SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 
A. General Overview 
The solar heatjng and cooling demonstration system used at Iris Images, 
Inc., is represented in Figures IV.l and IV. 2. The major cOlll{lOllents in the solar 
energy syst~m include 640 square feet of site fabricated collectors, three 
12o-gallon storage tanks and a conventional gas-fired auxiliary water heater. 
Subsequ-nt sections describe the collector, storage, energy to load 
and control subsystems. 
B. Collector Subsystem (See Figure IV.3) 
1. General Description 
The collector array faces due south and is tilted 360 from the 
horizontal. The array has one bank of 12 collector panels and another 
bank of four collector panels, each 4' x 10'. Each collector bank 
consists of a different collector type. The first bank has an aluminum 
absorber plate that is mechanically bonded to copper tubing. The 
second bank h'\s a copper absorber plate that is soldered to coppet' 
tubing. Both absorber plates are coated with flat black paint. A 
single glazing of tedlar-coated, fiberglass reinforced panel co~era 
the collectors. The collectors are supported by 2 x 6's and are 
insulated by Ii" of isocyanurate insulation. The collector backing 
is 3/8" plywood. All collectors were fabricated at the site. 
Two free~e protection systems are used. A pumped freeze 
protection sy~tem circulates warm water through the collector array 
whenever the temperature on either collector bank absorber plate is 
below 36°F. The Nater stops circulating when the absorber plate 
temperature is above 37.5°F. In the event of a power failure, a 
solenoid valve will turn off make-up water and depresRurize the solar 
system. A second solenoid valve will open a valve in the collector 
piping and drain the collectors and exterior piping. 
2 • Co Hector Support (See Figure IV. 4) 
A support structure was buH t on the flat roof facing exact.ly 
south (actual, not magnetic) at a 36° tilt from the horizontal for 
optimum year round collector performance. Normal 2 x 4 stud frandng 
was used with redwood plywood siding. The two support structures 
measure 11.5' x 50' and 11.5' x 18' on the tilted plane. The collector 
is trimmed out with redwood and duct boards were constructed to allow 
for inspection without damaging the built-up roof. 
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Figure IV. ~ 
Legend 
I><l Gate valve (open for solar) 
H Gate valve (closed for solar) 
~ Automatic valve (solenoid) 
N Check valve 
f Automatic air vent 
~ TI.crmometer 
Figure IV. 2 
Overall System Schematic 
COLLECTOR 
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The support system was designed-for good architectural int.~r<ltiOtl 
and low fabrication cost, l\tilizing conventional materials and construction 
techniques. It was installed by the general cor tractor (union). It is 
twportant to n~te that the rQQf structure (truss joiats) was designed 
for ~Ie additional loaps (primarily wind) of the collector arrays. ~f 
this h~ not been t":1e case, substantial adai tional costs would have b6en 
IllUde for carrying the loads out to the bearing walls. In other retrofit 
flat roof projects, the collector support costs ha'V'3 been equal to or 
greater than the collectors themselves. Another successful ~etail was 
the use of roof curbs integrated into the roof during its installation. 
All penetrations through the roof membrane are therefore made several 
inches above the coof level, ensuring a water-tight, trouble-free 
installati~... Again, roof penetration details on existing flat roof 
solar projects are a major source of high cos~s and/~r potential problems. 
In summary, planning ahead for solar wi t'n an adequately etructured 
roof and the inteqratior. of curbs (built into the roof) combined with a 
support design utilizing conventional wood frame construction, 1,a8 
yielded a most satisfactory, low cost, aesthetically pleasing, and 
trouble free collector support system. 
For detailed construction drawings, see the c.o11ector construction 
section and the as-built drawings. For c0st inf~rmation, see the cost 
breakdown. 
3. Collector Construction (See Figures IV. 5 thl:ough IV.13) 
The collector consists of a blackened metal plate that absorbes 
the sunlight, converts it to heat, and transfers the heat to the water 
circulating through tubes that are conn~cted to the plate. The heat 
is trapped in the collector by glazing on top chat is transparent to 
the incoming light, but opaque to heat, and hy insulation under the 
collector plate preventing heat loss from the back. 
a. Site Fabrication. The unusual aspect of the colle~tor construction 
at the Iris Images Film Lab is that they were site Zc:.bricated. Tht; :,.,1.,.'. __ 
suppor.t structure (described earlier) was constr~cted as a shed with .. 
an inclining plywood deck. This deck also serves as Lhe collector back. 
A rigid insulation, suitable for solar c0l1ectors yet commonly used on 
roofs, was nailed directly to the plywood. Wooden runners were installed 
to mount the absorber plates ann provide a reflective air space (the 
insulation was foil-faced). Additional runners were Il\Cl.mted atop the 
absorber plates to receive the glazing. See drawings and photographs 
for d9tails. The manifolding of the absorber plates was done within the 
collector, where they were painted black, therefore adding to the actual 
absorber area. 
Site fabrication offers a number of distinct advantage a as well as 
some potential problems. Among them are: 
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·More eflieienCYI No ~in~ 10s8es associated with external 
manifolds, an actual increa8e in absorber area. Leas edge 
108aes due to a substantial de~re&se in perimeter length (no 
&4g •• between collector absorber plates). 
'Less I116terialsl No .insulation for the manifolds. LetaS frame 
wall and edge insulation (none required between absorber plates). 
'Less handling: Insulation, ab~~rber plates, and glazing 
delivered directly to the Site, no ~~nufacturer (middleman). 
'Less labor: Resulting from less materials and handling. 
-Less space: Absorber plates can be mounted side by side with 
no frame w~lls, insulation, or space for manifolding. 
With all these advantages it is interesting to note wny the 
designer/builder has not used site fabric~ted collectors on any other 
project~ in the San Francisco Bay Ar~a. Successful, low-cost site 
fabrication depends on low-cost, knowledgeable construction work,!~s. 
The construction crew on the Iris Images Film Lab solar system w~s 
comprised of college graduates with construction experience, working 
for one-fnurth the union wage scale with an intimate knowledge of 
solar utilization and system design. It would be difficult if not 
impossible to continue working under these circumotances, especially 
in a highly unionized area. High labor cosls are, in fact, pointing 
solar utilization (active systems) in anothp.r direction: towards 
prefabrication of entire collector arrays and mechanical/control 
modules. These not ollly cut down site labCJr, but minimize uncertainties 
of quality control. 
b. Insulation. R-13 (new~, Ii" foil face isocyanurate foam, manu-
factured by U. S. Gypsum. This inSUlation system, besides being 
extremely efficient as an insulator, is moiRture-resistant and capable 
of withstanding the stagnation temperatlrres encountered in this solar 
coll~ctor when the sun is shining but the water is not circulating 
(estimated at 250°F). It was a standard, readily available product 
commonly used for roof. insulation. 
c. Absorber ~}ate - Bank ~ (12 of the 16 plates). Half-inch, 0.0. 
copper tubes are clamped between two 25 mil. aluminum sheets by a high-
pressure riveting system; rivets are on 3" maximum centers. The tubes 
are spaced at 4.56" in a parallc~ flow configuration and are silver 
soldered to 3/4" copper headers. The aluminum plate is factory finished 
with a flat black epoxy coating commonly used on ail:craft nose cones. 
Manufactured by Sunburst. Sec Figure IV.G, and manufacturer's 
specifications in the operation and maintenance manual. 
This plate was initially selected for its low cost, availability, 
and compatibility with domestic hot water. To allow for expansion and 
contraction, the plates are not rigidly fastened, but allowed to float 
within the enclosure. 
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Collector Bank A Absorber Plate Construction Details 
Figure IV.7 
"'., O.D. COfIP£II. TUlING WITH .. HEADER 
PIN AT 10TH ENDS 
ININ! ROWS RIVmD VEIITICALL v ON 
1.8SO",F.1I PLATE) 
I 
Coll~ctor Bank B Absorber Plate Construction Details 
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d. Absorber ~ - ~! (4 of the 16 plates). Half-inch 0.0. 
copper tubes are set in .012" grooved copper plates at 4.6" centera and 
arelOO per. cent capillary flow solder bonded. The tubes are brazed 
to 3/4" copper headers. The plates are finished with a flat black 
paint (Sherwin Williams P2H40 Super Combo primer). Manufactured by 
Solar Development Inc. See Figure IV.7, ~~d manufacturer's specifications 
in the operation and maintenance manual. 
Construction of Ba~~ B is similar to Bank A except that, following 
the fre~ze and subsequent removal of four Sunburst panels (as described 
above), these all-copper units were installed for potential higher 
long-term performance and the opportunity to monitor and compare the 
performance of the two plates simultaneously. See Performance Analysis. 
e. Glazing. Four-ounce/sq. ft., corrugated tedlar-bonded, fiberglass 
and nylon-reinforced, acrylic-fortified polyester. Manufactured by 
Fi10n Division of Vistron Corp. 
This glazing system was selected for the following reasons: 
'Low cost relative to glass • 
• Durability (hail and rock resistant) • 
• Efficiency - 86 per cent transmittant. 
Note: With the tedlar coating, Filon guarantees the transmittance 
in greenhouse applications for 20 years. In a solar application, 
it is probable that its transmissivity can degrade and should be 
checked every few years for possible replacement or repair. 
'Strength and rigidity (along its length). 
'Light weight. 
·Ease of handling; one man per 4 x 12 panel. 
·Ease of installation; flashing and sealing facilitated by ~tandard 
corrugated roof components. 
·Availability; all accessories available from Filon, including 
flashing, closures and special gasketed washers and nails for a 
no leak installation. 
See the manufacturer's specifications in the operation and maintenance 
manual. 
The 4' x 12' fiberglass panels are mounted on redwood closure strips 
and sealed with silicone sealant at all the joints. Aluminum roofing 
nails with rubber gaskets ~erc used for mounting and additional gasketed 
washers were used to ensure weatherproofing. One panel was screwed down 
instead of nailed to facilitate removal for easy inspection and possible 
addition of sensors. Adjacent panels are pop-riveted together with 
aluminum rivets with rubber gaskets. Aluminum flashing designed to fit 
the corrugated pattern was used throughout. 
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4. Collector ~ing (Sec Figures IV.14 through IV.16) 
Each 3/4" panel header is manifolded (at opposite and dia90nQ1 
eorr.us of the panel) to a larqer (1" in the small array, UM in the 
larger array) copper header. (See Fiqure IV.14, Collector Manifolding.) 
All these joints are sweat-soldered with high temperature 95/5 solder. 
Only the headers are clUlpod to the sllpport structure with felt-lined 
clamps to allow for considerahle expansion and cont.raction within the 
collector as it heats al 1 coOls. To ensure equal flow, the headers 
are plumbed in a reverse/return configuration. Each collector plate 
is tilted to allow the escape of : ny entrained air. Furthermore, till! 
headers are a!so slanted for air csc~pc and complete draining. All 
headers are internal (under glazing) and therefore are not insulated. 
At the highest point of each collector array an automatic air 
vent, vacuum breaker and pressure/temperature relief valve are mounted 
for safety and efficl.ent operation. A hose bihb was installed for 
easy rinsing of the collector glazing. This is recommended twice a 
year. 
The collectors are arranged in two banks. One is three times the 
size of the other. Therefore, the branch lines, to and from the smaller 
array, were reduced to 1" copper. Balancing valves w~re placed in the 
return lines of each array along with a temperature g&uge. The flow is 
adjusted until the temperatures ar~ equivalent. Once this is accom-
plished, the valve settings can be locked and the h3nd1es removed. 
Collector transfer fluid (potable water) c~s in contact with 
only code-approved copper pipe. Considering the high water q~ality 
at the site, no heat exchanger was warranted so potable w~ter circulates 
directly through the solar collectors. 
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Figure IV.IS 
Automatic air vent, vacuum breaker, a \d pressure/temperature 
relief valve at each array. 
Figure IV.16 
Hose bibb for col1ec~or cleaning. 
5. Collector Transhr Loop (See F.tgures IV.17 and IV.1S) 
Although water enters the system in a 1" line, water is circulated 
through 1i" copper lines to minimize the pressure drop. A balancing 
valve was installed following the pump to allow for experimentation of 
flow rates and to isolate the pump if necessary. No~lly this valve 
should remain completely open. 
The pipes to and from the collectors are insulated with I" rigid 
fiberglass. Gate valves and hose bibbs were installed in the supply 
and return line to facilitate isolatin~ and draining of the collectors, 
and to allow for purging of the collectors in the event of excessive 
scale accumulation (this is not expected with the present water quality). 
The bronze circulating pump (March No. 821) is a magnetic drive, 
1/20 horse power unit that draws 110 watts (close to a light bulb's 
energy requirements). The pump is installed with 11" flanges in a 
vertical position. Its maximum head is 8.5', and with a 6' head it 
circulates 12 gallons per minute. The pump operates so quietly that 
it is difficult to tell when it's on. (See manufacturer's specifications 
in the operation and maintenance manual.) 
Once the pump hds stopped circulating, it is possible for warm 
solar-heated water to rise into the collector where it will cool. To 
prevent this reverse circulation and heat loss, a check valve was 
installed in the return line. 'l'emperature gauges were installed in 
the supply and return lines for quick visual monitoring of the system. 
All equipment described above is located in the mechanical room 
adjacent to the storage tanks. See as-built drawings. 
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Collector Circulaling Pump 
Figure IV.la 
Collector Loop Ba l ancillg Va lve 
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c. Storage Subsystem (See Figures IV.19 through IV.21) 
The storage subsystem is composed ~f three l20-gallon, glass-lined 
storage tanks, connected in parallel for a total capacity of 120 gallona. 
These tanks act as a buffer between solar energy collection and hot water 
supply, and were not designed for long term stor~ge. 
The storage tanks are equipped with magnesium anode rods, hand-hole 
cleanouts, and hose bibbs at each drain. The tanks are insulated with 
fiberglass blanket and encased in baked enamel steel jackets. The tanka 
are connected with 11" copper manifolds designed to ensure even pressure 
drop and temperature distribution. (See performance analysis.) At every 
connection dielectric unions are installed to allow for removal of the 
manifolds. Additional unions were installed so that the entire manifold 
sections can be removed, thus allowing for removal and/or replacement of 
individual storage tanks. 
Cold water enters and/or is drawn from the lower-most manifold. Warm 
water from the collector is returned to the middle manifold, several inches 
above the supply. The warmest water rises to the top where it i& drawn off 
by the upper manifold. This prehpated water enters the cold side of a 
conventional gas-fired tank-type heater. 
The sizing of the storage system was based on one hour of operation 
to serve ~s a buffer over slow operational periods such as lunch. It is 
important to understand that this system was designed to serve only as a 
preheater to a process need that corresponds to the sun lit hours (a dayttme 
load). Therefore, a minimal storage reservoir was called for. 
Pre-in~ulated and jacketed storage tanks complete with pre-cut copper 
manifolds, manufactured by American Hydro Power, were chosen for their: 
'Low cost. 
·Ease of handling. 
'Availability (off the shelf). 
·i3bor savings (pre-insulated and jacketed, and pre-cut manifolds). 
'Ability to fit within the mechanical room layout and through the door. 
·Proven commercial use with external tankless-type water heaters (now 
solar collectors) . 
See the manufacturer's specifications in the owner's operation and 
maintenance martual. 
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Figure IV.19 
Storage Subsystem 
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Figure IV.20 
Storage Tank Detail 
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D. Energy to Load Subsystem (see Figures IV.:Z2 and IV.23) 
Water enters the system in a 1" copper line after 'passing through a 
sophisticated sand filter. A brass swing check valve prevents hot water 
from ayphoninq back into the city lines. The cold water is diverted from 
entering the cold side of a conventional water heater by a normally-closed 
1" brass gate valve. 
The wat9r is thus diverted' through a normally-open 1" valve to tne 
Bolar water heating system. Presumedly W~ water returns from the solar 
system through a third gate valve normally open and into the "cold" inlet 
of the water heater. 
The auxiliary energy required to heat the film processing water is 
provided by a 100-gallon, 220,000 BTU/hour, gas-fired domestic water heater_ 
manufactured by American Hydro Power. The solar-heated water from the 
storage tanks feeds through the auxiliary gas-fired heater, where, if 
necessary, additional thermal energy is added to raise the water temperature 
to the desired l~vel of 120°F. The hot water then services the film 
processors, as well as six sinks and two bathrooms. 
The film processors require water varying in temperature from 75°P to 
100oP, depending on the type of film that is being developed. The hot water 
from the auxiliary heater is mixed with cold water to the desired temperature 
automatically at each unit. 
The solar storage tanks were designed only as a buffer between sol~r 
energy collection and use. These tanks were not intended to provide long-term 
storage for peak loads or for periods of inclement weather. 
In the event that the solar water heating system must be shut down, the 
position of the three valves, as described above, are reversed, allowing the 
system to function normally without solar assistance. That is, cold city 
water enters the conventional water heater directly and the solar water 
heating system is isolated. 
When the solar water heating system is functioning and collecting solar 
energy, entering cold water is pumped through the collectors, heated several 
degrees and returned to the storage tanks. The hottest wat~r in the storage 
is then drawn from the top alld supplies the conventional watl~r heater with 
pre-heated water, as described ahove. 
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Energy to Load Subsystem 
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Diverting Valves at Solar/Backur. Interface 
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E. Control Subsystem (See Figures IV. 24 through IV.27) 
TYo aclid state differential tcmrerature controllers, manufactured 
by Heliotrope General (Model No. DTT200), Dr-A and Dr-B, act1vate and 
deactivate pump P-l in the so~ar collector subsystem. (Sce Figuro IV.24.) 
Controller or-A is connect~ to bensors on collector bank A and the bottom 
of tbe storage tank. Contxoller or-8 is connected to a sensor on collector 
bank B. These two controllers a:o JIIOunted in the mechanical room. PUIIlp 
P-l perfonns the dual function of ci.rculating water through thp. collectors 
to collect solar energy, and of circulating warm watc~ from the storage tanks 
to prevent freezing in the collectnr.~. 
1. ~~ Energy Collect ion 
General description: Controller Dr-A compares the temperature 
differential between the top of collector bank A and the bottom of 
the storage tank. When the water in the collector is gOF warmer than 
the water in the storage tank, pump P-l is energized. Pump P-1 is 
de-energized if the collector wator is less than 3°F warmer than the 
atorage water. 
General description: Two freeze protect jon 3ystems are used 
to prevent potent.ial damage ~o the cOllt:!ctcl"S and exterior piping. 
In the first system, warm water is circulated through the coll~ctors. 
A second system operates whenever there is a power failure. Solenoid 
valves turn off the make-up water, depressurize the solar system and 
drain the collectors and exterior pipinq. 
Intermittent circulation: Both of the differential temperature 
controllers, DT-A and DT-B, are equipped with freeze cycles. The 
sensors for these controllers ar.e mounted on both collector banks. If 
the water temperature at the coller-tor for either sensor is lower than 
36°F, pump P-l is energized and circulates warm water through the 
collectors. When the sensor temperature rises above 37.5°F, pump P-l 
is de-energized. 
Drain down: To guard against freezing during a power failure, 
a backup system is provided to d~ain water from the collectors. Solenoid 
valves, V-I and V-2, manufact.ured by Skinn~r, are respectively "normally" 
closed and normally open. In the event of a power failure, these valves 
are de-energized, seeking their "normal" position. Valve V-l shuts off 
the water supply to the solar system, and V-2 drains the water from the 
collector banks into a waste line. Note that the valves' general 
positions during normal system operation are n~t their "normal" (nn 
power) position. A manual switch was provided to allow for checking the 
rtrain down system. See the manufar.turer's specifications for the 
differential temperalu"~ cont.rol::; as well i\S the solenoid valves, 
in the operations and maintenance manual. 
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Figure IV.25 
Dual Ditferenti.al Temperature Controllers, DT-A ~d DT-B 
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Typical Temperature Gauge 
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VI. COST BREAJCDOWN AND BCONOMIC ANALYSIS 
(See also Appendix 0 for a complete Solar Project Cost Report 
prepared by Mueller Associatel, Inc.) 
A. Cost Summary 
Ori9inal 
Estimate Actual 
Interactive Resources, Inc. 
Materials $ 5,880 $ 5.072 
Labor 2,560 2,697 
Subtotal 8,440 7,769 
Contingency 960 1,567* 
Profit and overhead 1,840 1,904 
Subtotal (contract amount) 11,240 11,240 
Support structure by 
general contractor 3,~20 3,220 
Electrical 220 220 
Construction management fee 1,120 1,120 
Total $15,800 $15,800 
*R~~eir and modifications following freeze damage; does not include 
$297 for building repair and over $6,000 in damaged photographic equipment 
and materials. 
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B. Cost Breakdown: Interactive Resources, Inc. 
1. Initial Construction 
Labor 
In-house (250 hours @ $7) 
Outside (approx. 136 hours) 
Materials 
Permit 
General plumbing 
Storage tanks 
Collector components: 
Absorber plates 
Glazing and accessori~s 
Insulation 
Hardwar~ 
Controller 
Pump 
Tool rental and purchase 
Total labor and materials 
$1,750 
947 
4 
1,129 
766 
1,712 
583 
347 
145 
40 
96 
-~ 
2. Rep~ir and M~difications ~ ~olar System 
$2,697 
5,072 
$7,769 
Following a freeze and £Iwsequent substantial d~mage, the 
solar system was repaired and modified as follows: 
·Burst panels in Bank B were replaced with all copper 
absorbers. 
·A second controller was added. 
'Automatic valves were installed to drain sys~em in the 
event of a power failure. 
Labor 
In-house (101 hours @ $7) 
Outside (14 hours) 
Matl'r i.ll~; 
Absorber plate5 
Plumbin,] 
Controller and auto valves 
Total labor dnd materials 
- ·1 '1-
$ 707 
98 
566 
94 
102 
$ ROS 
762 
$1,567 
C. Cost Analysis 
The instelled cost of the Iris Images Photo Lab solar systsm was 
approximately $25 per square foot of collector area. ThH collector-
dependent cost was approximately $11 per square foot of collector, 
including support and manifolding. 
'rhese costs will seem low, but it is important to realize tha~ 
besides being inexpensive, the col13ctor is relatively inefficient. 
A more expensive and efficient model would require less area for the 
same output. The system cost as a f'mction of area for this collector 
would be considerably greater since the fixed system cost would be 
divided by a smaller area. For example, conslder a collector system 
costing $15 per square foot installed ---perhaps &imi1ar to the Iris 
Images collector, but with a slightly better absor~r ~nd white water 
tempered 9~~zing. This collector's performance curve (efficiency v •• 
temperature difference/input) would probably be parallel but higher 
than the one used. At normal operating conditions we might expect the 
Iris Images collector to be 36 per cent efficient (annual predicted 
average, per IBM Syst~ Performance Evaluation) while the highex perfor-
mance model would be about SO per cent efficient. Therefore, for the 
same output the more efficient collecto~ can be 18 per cent smaller. 
In. the caSE: of the photo lab, 461 square feet of this collector would 
yield the same output as the 640 square feet existing. At $15 per square 
foot, it would cost $6,915 compared to $7,040 (640 sq. ft. @ $11). 
Obviously, the more expensive per square foot collector ---$15 VB. $11 ---
would yield a less expensive, moce cost-effe~tive system. 
The problem of a square foot analysis is compounded when considering 
system costs. Assuming that the collector-dependent cost for Iris Images 
was $7,040, the fixed system cost would be $8,760 or about $14 per 
square foot of collector area. This cost (total) does not change when a 
smaller, more efficient ~ollector is used, but the square foot unit cost 
does. In the case of our example, the fixed system cost would be $19 
per square foot of collector area ($8,760/4~1 sq. ft.). The less expensive, 
more cost-effective, smaller system with equal output would cost $34 per 
square foot compared to our system at $25. 
Clearly, collector or system cost per square foot of collector area 
is not a good method for evaluation or comparison of collectors or systems. 
A cost analysis must be tied to performance for example, cost 
per BTU. In this case, IBM predicted the annual delivered output at 97.8 
million BTU (see System Performance Evaluation). Assuming the value of the 
money to install the solar system was 10 per cent per year, the cost of 
delivered solar heat would be $16 per million BTU·. This compares favorably 
with the cost of other solar systems. With the new 10 per cent sol~~ tax 
credit, the cost drops to $13 per million BTU, competitive with electricity. 
With the government sharing 70 per cent of the cost in this demonstration 
project, the cost to the owner dropped to $2-$5 (depending on the tax 
credit) per miilion BTU, which is competitive with natural gas. 
*This simpli:ied economic analysis assumes that the r· sale value of 
the solar system equel& its initial cost to the owner plus accumulated costs 
of maintenance, insurance and taxes and ignors the tax benefits of depreciation. 
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This analysis does not A~~Ount for the inevitable in~rease in gas 
and elactrici.ty costa, however, few businesses will make an investment 
yielding a negative cl.h fluw when they have other alternatives. Th~ 
will wait until solar is ca.qpetitive .in year one before considering 
its usc (at least on a~ economic basis). 
,.X wnw;·; 
VII. 
rERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 
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VlI. PIJUI'OlttWICI ANALYSIS 
(Pol' a 4Her.J.ption of the on-.ite inatruaentation and the national 
solar data network, ... the DH Solar Project Deecription in the Appendix. 
POl' the AwlU, .ee the IBM Solar BMl'9Y Byat. PerforlllUlCe lValuation 
also in the Appendix. 
The System Performance Evaluation predicts that the solar &ystea 
will operate at an annual collector efficiency of 36 per cent and will 
provide 97.8 million BTU for a savinqa of 139.8 million BTU in natural gas 
(assuming a 70 per cent conversion ~fficiency). This r&lat@s to 36 per 
cent of the estimated load (deman~). 
A. Comparison of Collector Banka A and B 
Following a free~e which daaaged collectors located in Bank B, the 
opportunity wal taken to install absorber plwtes of a different design to 
allow for simultaneous tAsting and evaluation. The new absorber plates 
were of all-copper construction while the others, in BarJt A, were copper 
tubes mechanically fastened to aluainum sheets (aee Sobr Syaterr. Description 
and operations and lI&intena~ce manual, for details'. It was anticipated. that 
the new all-copper panel. would perform better than the copper/aluainua 
combination. The gluing and insulation r-amained the s..... Much to our 
8.upri •• , teat data .s presented in the System Perfo~nce Evaluation Report, 
indicated Bank A'. performance six percentag~ points hi~her with the $'" 
performance curve slope (1.1). 
Al though part of the reason uy be that collector bank B hal lIIOt'8 
edqe lo •• es (four panels cOWlpared with 12 in Bank A), and alightly les.:. 
absorber area per panel, we believe the .. jor reaaon for poorer performance 
18 reduced ground reflection. Only OM pyronoaeter was installed (in the 
plane of Bank A) so the Magnitude of the reflective component cannot be 
dete1'llintd, however, • lar98 expanse ot gravelled roof He. in frotlt of 
Bank A while the roof in front of Bank B is shaded by Bank A. 
It scenw reflection of light from the ground on to a collector can 
have a significant impact on its perto~cc. A sawtooth ~ollector array 
cannot take full advantage of this l~tcntial. 
B. ~rage System Flow Distribution 
Considerable effort was made to monitor the petformance of thft storage 
tank system - to the degree that all on-site mon'.toring (t!lerllOlleters) had 
to be removed to accommodate the sensors. Each of the three tank. was equipped 
with temperature sensors at the top and bottom. The object ot the test waa 
to confirm the manufacture~'8 claim that the manifold system distributed 
water cquiJlly to and from each tank, thus pcrfonning as a :;10g1e unit. 
E •• ... ··e 
Tho temperature profiles in the test indicate fairly good d1stribution. 
Durin9 the period of collector operation, 'ran'it 2 (middle) receives slightly 
IIOre flow than the other two. 
Good tank stratification was also noted even dUJ:ing collection hours 
when the circulating pwap was on. This is prot-ably attributed to the 
overaizing of the manifold pipes and tank fittings (liM) reducing flow 
velocities to a min~, and the location of the collector supply and 
return ports at and near the bottom of the tank, seven and 11 inches fraft 
the floor (above the drain). 
C. Anticipated vs. Actual Collector Performance 
Based on an analysis of collector performance curves of similarly 
constructed prefabricated units, we anticipated better performance than 
indicated in the Performance Evaluation. Specifically, Y intercepts 
(collector efficiency at inlet temperature equal to ambient) of .56 and 
.50 for Banks A and. B, respectively, seemed low. 
All data poirts were taken at high operating temperatures in a small 
range of the curve. Therefore, the extrapolated curve's accuracy is 
highly suspicious. 
If the collector performance curves are correct, a large discrepancy 
seems to exist between single unit test data and actual system performance. 
Either the components deteriorated rapidly (not indicated by visual 
inspection) or performance of site-fabricated collectors cannot be predicted 
based on test results of similarly ccnstructed modules, or actual &ystea 
operating performance cannot be compared to performance during contrived 
component tests. 
Assuming the performance curve developed by IBM in the System Perfor-
mance Evaluation was generated from data collected in August., several 
percentage points could be attributed to dust/dirt accumulation on the 
glazing. Furthermore, the shading effect of the Ii" wide glazing support 
runners (four total) would have the effect of reducing absorber area five 
per cent below that assumed in the calculations. 
D. Controller Set Points 
Included in the Performance Evaluation was the determination that the 
controller set points of on at gOF aalt& T and off at 3°F delta T were too 
close. Although we disagree with IBM's conclusion that this was the major 
cause of the pump cycling (the storage tank sensor was misplaced during 
instrumentation installation to the collector return rather than supply 
port) the advantages of adjustable controller set points can certainly be 
substantiated. (NOTE: IBM belieVes the control sensor to have been 
properly installed when the set point conclusions were drawn.) 
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VIII. PROBLEMS AND KlDlFlCA'l'IONS (LESSONS LEARNED) 
1. 'l'he biggest problem encountered ~nd lesson lea~ed centers 
around a freeze coupled to an electrical power failure. In this mild 
climate in close proximity to the San Francisco Bay, freezes are rare. 
'l'herefore, the least expensive automatic freeze control system was 
chosen, i.e., a controller equipped with a circuit that woula turn on 
the pump in the event of a freeze.: 'l'his t~. of system is still widely 
used and accepted in the Bay Area.· 'l'he chances of a cOhcurrent freeze 
and power failure rendering the pump useless is remote; however, it 
·happened in the first year of operation. 
When the collector thawed out, water ·began to leak under city water 
pressure through large slits in the pipes caused by expansion of water 
as it turned to ice. It is interesting to note that the leaks occurred 
in the middle of risers --not at the bottom of the collectors or at the 
soldered jOints. Water leaked throu9h the collector enclosure to the 
space und~rneath. Unfortunately, the roof scuppers that were designed 
were never installed, so the water filled to the top of the curb. The 
curb height was above the lip of the jackets that surround the supply 
and return lilies as they penetrated the roof memblane. The space between 
the metal jackets and the pipes were not sealed so that water could leak 
down to the ceiling and room below. 
The dovrs to each room and between areas are designed to be light 
tight and are well weatherstripped. As it turned out, they were essen-
tially water tight. Much of the lab was under several inches of water. 
before it began to rea~h the exterior where someone would notice it. 
Unfortunately it occurred over a weekend. When tr.e leak was finally 
discovered, th(,re was so much water in the lab that the fire department 
had to be called to pump it out. While damage to the solar system was 
less than $2,000 and damage to the building just several hundred dollars, 
damage to photographic equipment and materials amounted to over $6,000. 
We,tel', for example, was found dripping from the bellows of a large room-
sized enlarger. Needless to say, the existing freeze control system 
was deemed inadequate. 
Several alternatives were consid~rea ana two primary actions were 
taken: 
-An additional controller with a freeze circuit was added and the 
sensor was placed on the second bank. Therefore, the pump would be 
activated if either or both controller/sensors indicated a freeze. 
--A d.rain down system was installed to prevent freezing in the event 
of a power failure. Two solenoid valves were installed. One is normally 
(no power) closed to isolate the system, the other is normally open to 
drain tne water. Vacuum breakers (two) were added to the collector banks 
to facilitate rapid and complete draining. The solenoid valves were 
connected to a switch to allow maintenance perscnnel to shut off power 
and check for proper operation. 
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We would Dever alabl de.i,n this type of freeze control system. 
ben with the aocUfication& it i. not a fail-safe syst_~ Por exaIIIIple, 
we have visited the site and founcl the ,contxoller tarne4 off. In t.b1. 
case, if no power failun occurred, the collectors would not be protected. 
Even a nomal drain 40wll syst_ that operate. wheneiTer the pump is off 
runs a chance of an autollatio valve failure. "or these reUOl)S our 
current desi9U (1979 v •• 197t) involve drain back syst .... where the 
collector loop is separated froll the domestic water supply by a heat 
exchanger and th"! collector drains by gravity into a SUIlP tank wbeDeger 
the pump is off. No mechanical/electrical devices are employed.· 
2. Initially, cold and hot water were milted twice: first in thtt 
mechanical room to prevent scaldihg, and second at eadl processor or sink 
to the desired temperatuxe (7S0 P to 1000p depending on the process). Bach 
mixing valve requires the hot. side to be approximately 20°" WaEmer than 
the desired mixed t~rature because the cold side cannot be eo.pletely 
, shut off. 
Therefore, to be mixed twice required the initial water to be heated 
to about 140°". This is not ideal for solu utilization where lower 
temperatures are preferred. Considerin~ that only the bathroom sinks 
were without their own automatic mixing system, it was decided to eliMinate 
the one in the mechanical room, allowing the back up water heater set 
temperature to be lowered to 120°F. 
3. Several of the initial panels had leaks at the silver soldered 
joints. Quality control at the factory (in fabrication and testing) was 
lacking. The leaks were discovered during our pressure test just prior 
to collector glazing. It was not practical to remove, return, and replace 
the defective units. Corrective action had to be made at the site. A 
pipe fitter with special tools and materials was called in to do the 
necessary repair work. 
4. To ensure a water tight insulation, the Filon glazing panels 
were overlapped two corrugations and sealed with silicone sealant. Once 
set, the silicone seal is as strong as the fiberglass panels themselves. 
Therefore, instead of individual panels, there is now one big panel. 
This was identified as a problem when repair work was required (see 
collector freeze sect10n) on one bank. Subsequently, sealants are not 
used and leaking, at least on steep slopes, has not been a problem. 
5. On several occasions we have returned to the site to find the 
controls have been tampered with, i.e., the solar controller is on or 
off but not in the automatic position, or the backup heater is set at 
1800 F, etc. This seems to be an unavoidable problem, however, all 
equipment should be well labeled, key equipment might be locked, and 
certainly system simplicity is essential. On-site monitors that allow 
for a quick check of proper system operation are ideal. 
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6. Butterfly valves (two) were in3talled on this system for 
collector balancing. They are not ideal 4S they SeeJll to move. Ball 
valves have proven !)Ore satisfaotor:y. 
7. A potential problem was encountered due to non-union workers 
being employed on a commercial project. Since our (ira was tho architect, 
engin6er and construction manager for the entire job, little commotion 
was raised. But the problem is likely to become more serious. One 
solution is to d~sign the solar system for retrofit, i.e., have the solar 
subcontractor come to the site when all other ~rades have finished. 
Even this "solution" will not work on larger systems. This is one reason 
why larger solar systems cost more than smaller systems, contrary to the 
economy Ot scale theory. 
8. As anti~ipated, there is consideraLle expansion and contraction 
of the headers witi'dn tb.e collectors. The felt lining of the c~.amps has 
slipped out of place and in recent inspections we have found that the 
panels have worked thE' clamps loose and have slipped down in the collector 
enclousre. It should be noted that the building has been vacant and th~ 
collectors have been stagnating every day fnr about two years. It is 
possible that some collectors may have slipped t~ the degree of hampering 
or preventing proper draining. Once operation is resume~r a thorough 
inspection and necessary repairs mu~t be made. 
9. Initially, no vacuum breakers w~re installed on the collectors 
and the relief valves were constantly used for manual ventin~. With 
this abnormal use (opening and closing~ they began to leak. Manual air 
vents or vacuum breakers should always be installed. 
10. The storage tanks were so-called "off the shelf" products 
(non-solar); however, they were delivered late and del~yed the project 
several weeks. The fittings supplied by the manufacturer (American 
Appliance) were copper with no provision for dielectric separation 
from the steel tanks. 
We have found continually that solar specialty products have not 
been the longest lead items and are not on the critical path. It is 
helpful for the designers to indicate to the contractor the known 
long-lead items. 
11. Not uncommon with any project, solar or not, there was not 
enough space in the mechanical room to comfortably house all the 
equipment. Architects should work with the solar designers early in 
the design to ensure adequate space. 
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INTERIM PERFORMANCE CRITERIA REPORT 
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Compliance with the Interim Performance Criteria (IrC) 
Generally, the design and installation of the solar water heating system 
at the Iris Images Custom Color Lab followed the intent of the Interim 
Performance Criteria initially developed by NASA and revised by NBS as 
NBSIR76-1l87. However, several discrepancies or potential discrepancies 
have been identified and are discussed below: referenced and ordered by 
IPC pakagraph number. 
1.3.1 Criterion 
'-valuation 
CotnDlentary 
JlIermal performance .!Jf_ ~J 'H·:~~t~~ colJectf')r8. nle lIolu collectors 
IIha11 collect or d:lRllip:lrf' cnl'rAY lit their deRfgn valueR. 
Engineering review of drawings, cal eullH:lonM, and te.,t data. 
!;olar collector pllnel performancl' data Rhall be generated usinl 
the method deBcribed in ASHRAE Standard 93-P (1n preparation) (19) 
or /lny other r.ompllrable method tlemon'ftrnted to have an overall 
limit of error 0 f l('RA than ±. 5%. 
Typical slope intercept curves for flat black and selective coated 
abRorher panelR with one and two covers are !lhovn In Figures 1. 3-1 
Rnd 1.3-2 for lIir nnd wnt~r heat lrllnRfer fluidA, respectivelv~ 
.. ~ , 
The 93-P test m"t.hnd will provid~ the effici~ncy AS a function~of 
oppratfng templ'r~tu~p. nmhil'nt tPmp~r8ture. ~nd insolation for 
ctll1ectnrs with a drfinl'lhle "p~rtul'e or interception area. The 
collE'dor lIIust hAve 11 "lnroll' hrnt trnn"fel' fluid inlet and outlet 
lind mU!'it he sE'pnr"tr frl'm the thpl'III,'l1 Rtl't'8Re drvice. Collectors 
with other grOllletric, optical, (It' thermnl characteristics may 
requfrl" additional 1'1' uthl'r tl'Rt!'l to fully de!'<crlbe their thermal 
prTfnrmnncc for All rnvlrnnmrntnl Rnd (lrl'r8tin~ conditionR. 
Additional informatlnn nn collector design, perforlMncp., and 
opE'ration i8 presentrc\ in r~ferencp ilO, 15, 20, 21). 
The flat plate collectors installed at the Iris Images Custom Color Lab 
were site fabricated with all manifolding internal to the collector. Pre-
testing this type of collector is not practical. Performance curves of 
modual collectors with similar cross sections can be used as a guide in 
sizing and estimating system performance, however an overall l1mit of 
error of less than 5% can not be substantiated. 
1.7.4 Criterion 
Evaluation 
Commentary 
Hot watE'r temperature. Potable water storage tankA providing 
hot domeatic water dtrectly to the hot water distribution system 
shall be equipped w1th in8tant~neou8 automatic temperature con-
trols capable of adjustml'nt from the lowest to the highest 
acceptable temperaturE' settings for the intended use. 
Review of drawings and "pecifications. 
l.ocat ion and adjustment of the IIW cotltrola can influence the U8. 
of auxiliary energy. 
Originally a mixing or tempering valve was installed on the hot water 
distribution system. In addition, each processor and lab sink was individu-
ally equiped with automatic temperature controls. Therefore, hot water was 
tempered twice before use. Although the maximum end use temperature was 
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only IOOop, this system required hot water temperatures I before mixing I 
of 1300p to 140oP. 
The primary (less expensive and accurate) mixing valve was subsequently 
removed to increase the solar system's performance by decreasing' the minimum 
temperature requirement. This modification allows untempered hot water to 
feed the bathroom sinks. If a problem develops, the owner wHlinstall additional 
automatic mixing valves at these sinks. 
2.1.6 Criterion 
F.valualion 
COl1ll1pntnry 
T.h.,::,~J-....!!r1!!!'!1t2!L~1._r..!1l1ds_. Adequate provisions fur the thermal 
(·xpansion of heat lran!1fer CluidR that can occur ovpr the IJervJce 
temperature rang~ shall be lncorporate~ into the system design. 
Expansion tankA Ahall be !1izl'd tn IIl!cordl'lnce wi th the recolllllendations 
of ASHRAE. 
Revtew of drawings, specificattons. and design ca}culntlons. 
Water expandll about 4% in volulII€.' wh\'n hCl1tl'd from 40°f' to 200·Y. 
Other heat tranAfrr fluids will It:WI' dlfrcr"nt corffidpnts of 
volume expallillinn. HC:U11'1 "houle! hI' prnvtd(.d in the l'IyAtE'm design 
to contllin thIs :HldltlollAl fluid vnlllmE' without excf!ecllng the 
operntlnR pressurr Dr thl' Ry~tpm or resulting tn sptllBRe. -
Expansion tanks are uncommon in open (flow through) domestic hot 
water systems where additional pressure caused by fluid expansion normally 
is relieved through the distribution system. Likewise, no expansion tank 
was provided in this system. An operational preEsure relief valve located in 
the mechanical room relieves any pressure accum.llated over a long period 
of time with no use (1e. a weekend) before the pressure reaches that required 
for release throuyh the system's safety pressure relief valves. Therefore 
a small spillage can result. 
I .) 'J 
f .......... {' r itt.'." i llll 
Vv .. III.lt i.,n 
,'"11,,",,1 il .1,r"."""rl· I"l 1.".1 (h·y.iy.<~~. Adequately "ll,·<.1 Hlhi cespun-
"i v ... 111111111.11 i. 1'1"1':1"111'<" rl' il"1 <.Il'vlcc" SII\"h as v,1l VI'S illid venting 
SV:·",",,: slt;tli I,,· 1" IIV ld,·t! in thlls", (I.ll'ts of the t'nt!rgy transport 
:;,,"·.y"I<'1II "'"1l.dllill,,- 1'1'··;SIII·I.t.,.<.I f]uius. AutOOl.llh prt!stlur", 
rl" i,'1 v.dv",,, slt.tll h..: :WI t.u °111:,., ill lIot 1"'>1" thim 25 percent in 
1.·)Ull";~1 t,JJ wnrKiUI~ prl·~'~lJJ-C iintl at. not JIltlJ"e th,u, m"IAimUlft prl~8Rure 
1,.1' "'hi.:11 Lilt, """s:)'>.I,·1II !s d"sl~nt'.J. Ventt'd non-I:umbut;tible. 
potahl,' 11'1111<.1,; sh.t! I be plrl~d to ,;"itahl", drllins. Non-potable 
or 1·',"lhll~'!. in It· I i 'ill ilh; "Ita L1 he hand I,-d In accocduncc with 
Crilt!ril.Hl/ •• I •• l. 
1< .. /, • .'1 Vii 1'/<·,. sllitll " .... ill t,l IO(,;llicllw ,\IT'·I'la''l .. to th .. local 
.,dIllLllistfdlllll' •· ... i" ."'Ilturity. 
I(,·vi ... ,." "I .1f'.IWill~·"j .. lid !ii"":; fl.'"tluli~ and/or determination that 
flll·II".<I", d,'viC.'" •. llId 1II.1I,·riill;; tll h,· U!il'd art! approved by • 
'I', oglll;"d t'''i! illl( ill.d .·v"lIW! 1,,11 IIg''',,,,> liS being suitable for 
t ht! pI opo~,-·d U·~.·. 
-b:~- OR~.lINAL PAGE ,~ 
OF pOOR QUALITY 
Co..-ntary For lar,e .y.t ..... p.clal con.ldaratlon .houl. ba al.an to 
vent ina the exe ••• ive pra •• ur •• cau •• d by axpoaur. fira •• 
Guidel1n.. for calcula,ln. vaat alle ara cODtalne. ln NJP. 30 
(3) • 
The pressure relief valves located on each of the two collector arrays 
are vented above the roof and are not piped to drains. Pressure is not vented 
from these valves unless the collectors are full and mistakenly Isolated from 
the system. Normally pressure is vented from relief valves suitably piped 
to the mechanical room drain. 
4.3.4 Criterion 
Ev.I uation 
Commentary 
Protection aaainst auto-ts~~tion of e~mbu.tlbles. Combu.ti~e· 
RoHda "lied in "olnr equlplllt'nt IIh;.l1 not be expo.~d to elevated 
tf'lIIperAturf'1I which may ClIlIAe ignitton. 
Review of (,1I]('1I1atinnll. <irawingll. and r·.··ciftc.tion.. Telting to 
show C'omplinn('(' where nCC'(!AIIRry. 
Expolure of (,111u10111(' materiAls aa well •• other combustible 
materi.la over an ext~nded period of time r~sult 1n the material 
reaching IInll 8urpasRing itR Auto-ignition tf'mpen,tllrt". The _at 
cOIInonly Acceptf'd ignft Ion tempt'ratllre of W(\od 1:01 392-', 
However. IItudi .. " hllv," tlldicntC'd thnt wooJ lilly fgntt .. whell 
expoRed to • temp~r.turf' of 21Z-' for prolonR.~ ~riod. of ft.-, 
The iRnitil'ln tt?mp('utur"" of ptal'tju lllay be above 01' below thOfU~ 
of cel1ulol'lc materialll, 
With the single glazed flat black collector installed on this project stag-
nation temperatures are not expected over 2S00 F, well within the accepted 
ignition temperature of wood but certainly greater than 2120 r. Both Douglas 
Fir and Redwood were used in the construction of this collector to support 
the absorber plate and glazing. 
Why were the studies in the Commentary not referenced? 
CHAPTER ~ - DURABILITY/RELIABILlTY 
Durability e '1 reliability were not tested prior to construction. Materials 
in the design were selected with these factors in mind. Whether or not 
indi vidual components were tested as specified in the I. P • C. is not known. 
Specifications on each component including some test data can be found in 
other sections of this report and/or in the operation and maintenance manual. 
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6.1.1 Critlrion 
£valulltton 
COlNllentllry 
A~c.sa for IIXlte. ahintanance. All individual it ••• of equip· 
III&lnt and cClIIIponent. ot the H/c/IN lIyata., whicb may require 
periodic examination, adju,lln., .ervlctn, and/or .. intenAnce 
shall be acee.dbla for illapectlon, lIervtce, repair, removal or 
replac ... nt without diIM.ntlin, of any adjoinin, .. jor piece of 
uqu1llment or liIubsyat... Individual collectors in an array ahall 
bl' r .. plllcuabin or repairable wlthuut dlsturbln" non-lIdj.H~cnt 
collectors 'n thu array. 
Kaview of drawlngs and spvclfic~tionll. 
Acclllillil-ll t ty aN a function of COIIIponent lift! 111 8n important 
n>nlltderllt iOIl. SOlI. lU"uf,-ctured collel.!tor "ySlums snd .. ny 
indivIduully duicned ayate ... Are don. in ,"ch II way thAt 
lil!quent1ul installaUon i. n.cellary. Thh can make it vary 
difficult to replace an individual collector without diaturbin, 
lhe rntlre array. 
The collectors on the Iris Images Custom Color Lab were site fabricated 
1n two major arrays. A uniform glazing system (corrugated fiberglass) 
covers each array. Silicone was used to seal laps between the fiberglass 
f,lanels, Subsequently it was found that individual glazing panels cannot 
be removed for replacement or repair of themselves or the individual absorber 
plates below. This design detail is not recommended. A less permanent 
sealent would have been preferred. 
Following the design and construction of the solar DHW system, a large 
(unanticipated) filtration system (not solar related) was installed in the 
mechancial room, rendering one of the three 120 gallon solar storage tanks 
inaccessible, Servicing this tank may require removal of the sand filter 
or th~ adjacent storage tank. 
6.1.! CrHerion 
Evaluation 
COIIUIIentary 
Access for system monitorini' Appropriate acceaw (or senIors 
shall be provhlrd (or inspecting and cllI~ckin8 eSllential aylltell\ 
parAmeters, e.g. temperatur~. pressure, and critical volta.es. 
Review of Jraw!n.1i and 'i)ecif1(~atlona for the 10«;ation of teat 
ftttinKs and electrical contacts. 
Adequately located t •• t fittings w111 permit ayatem aon1torlnl 
and expedite the maintenance imd rt'plItr of equipment. 
Originally meters wern installed to monitor the lower and upper storage 
tank temperatures. The government's subsequent instrumentation system 
required tho use of all available tank connections. Unfortunately this system 
does not allow for site readout and therefore monitoring the storage tank tem-
peratures is not possible. 
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6.2.1 Crit.riOD 
IvaluatiOD 
Coalentary 
In.tallatlon In.truction.. fb. tn.tructlon •• h.ll Include phy.leal, "unctional, and procedur.1 r.quir ... nt. for H/C/HW 
.ub ..... b1' .nd coapon.nt In.t.ll.tlon. 
The •• inetfUction •• h.ll d •• crib! thl int.rconnection r.quir.-
.. nt. of the v.rtou. tub.y.t... .nd coaponent. and th.lr lnt.r-
f.c. r.qulrlMlftt. wtth the buildtn. and .tt •• 
l!Vlew of tn.tall.tton In.tructlon •• 
It i. ~ot the tntent of thi. criterion to require the provi.iOD 
of coapl.t., d.t.U.d .y.t_ In.tellation .padUc.tion.. SUch 
.p.cific.tlon~ would nor..lly b. proj.ct 'p.clflc .nd part of 
the procurem.nt proc.s •• 
Design plans and specifications of the solar DWH system were adequate 
ft'r build1ng permit approval, however complete installation lnltNct10ns were 
not compiled due to the design/buUd nature of this project. If the design 
firm was not the builder, more detaUed contract documents and/or installation 
instructions would have been required and prepared. 
12.1.1 CriteriOD 
£V.lu.cio" 
C~tar1 
Ace ••• ibi1ity. Tho d •• ian .hall .. k •• d.quat. provl.10D for 
.ce ••• lbl ... i"t.nane •• 
laview of .1t. and buildin. drawin ••• 
Sol.r co.ponant •• hould be .ec ••• ibl. without tr •• p ••• l". OIl 
edjolnina prop.rty .nd Ibould ftOt b. loc.ted unn.e •••• rlly und.r 
build in •• or road., behtnd .. chan!cal .quiJlMllt or ln other 
pl.r-•• whieh ar. lnacc'lllbl. for .. l"t.nanc. without dl ...... -
bllna hOY .. jor Itructura1 or .. chanlc.1 .1 ... nt.. Th.re Ihould 
be ~ufflCl.r.t room around co.pon.nt. to per.it th.ir .... ination, 
.dju.tln~, "rvicing, .nd/or .. int.nanc.. Acc.llibillty for 
r'p.lr, •• intenanc. and r.plac ... nt .hould r.flect the .xpected 
Uf. of the cOlipon.nt .nd frequency of routine .. lntenane. 
required. An el ... nt with •• borter .. int.nanc. cycl. or Uf • 
• xp.ct.,ncy .boulJ be 1101" ace •• dble tb.ft on. th.t hal II lODI.r 
.. int.nane. cy~le or 11f •• xpact.ftcy. 
See discussion regarding IPC - G. i. 1. Access for system maintenanc,. 
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SYSTEM OPERATION 
I. Summary Description 
The Iris Images solar water beating system is designed to 
provide process hot water for film processing. It is a pre-heat 
system intended to supply approximately 60 per cent of the an~ual 
water heating based on a load of six gallons per minute, nina 
hours a day, five days a week, at 100°F. 
The solar system is designed to meet loads as they occur 
during the daylight hours on working days, and to meet the average 
low temperature demands of the system--not to meet peak loads. A 
simplified system schematic is shown in Figure 1. 
Potable water enters the system from the city water main. 
It may enter the storage tanks or the collectors, depending on 
the load from the processors and operation of the pump. 
A differential temperature controller compares the temperature 
at the bottom of the storage tanks and at the top of the collectors. 
When the collectors are warmer, the controller activates the pump 
and circulates water through the solar collectors, transferring 
energy in the form of heat to the water storage tanks. The 
controller will automatically turn the system off when energy 
is not collected. 
The storage tanks in this system are designed only as a buffer 
between energy collection and use. They are not intended to provide 
storage for peak loads or over periods of bad weather. The tanks 
store solar pre-heated water. This water feed& to the backup gas 
heater, where, if necessary, additional energy is added to bring the 
water to the desired temperature. From here, hot water is supplied 
to the film processors as well as six sinks and two bathrooms. 
water to the solar system is supplied from th(~ city wilter main. 
Befor'c entering the Golar heating system, it passes through a filter 
located in the mechanical room. This filter is not a part of and is 
not necessary to the operation of the solar system. The filter was 
installed to ensure that only very cle:m water is supplied to the 
film processors. 
A bypas~~ line is provided from the make-up water t.o the backup 
h~atcr. Th~~ solilr system can be cOIl1pletely bypassed, allowing 
conti nuod lab usc while maintenance or repairs Ein' n\i\d£' on L.~ solar 
systom. See F iCJure 2. 
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III. !,olar Collection Loop 
The collection loop transfers heat from' the solar collectors 
to the storage tanks. Potable water is the transfer fluid which 
flows through the collectors and is the storage medium in the tanka. 
A. Control System 
To ensure reliability, two differential temperature 
controlle:r:O# activate and deactivate the pump in the solar 
collection loop. The pump performs the dual functions of 
(1) circulating water through the collectors to collect 
solar energy, and (2) circulating warm water from the solar 
storage tanks to prevent water in the collecto~s from freezing. 
The two conLrollers are mounted on the south wall of the 
mechanical room. See Figure 3. 
Solar Energy Collection. Remote sensors are located 
in the top man~fold pipe of collector bank A and at 
the bottom of storage tank 1. Controlle.: A compares 
the temperature at the two sensors by measuring 
resistance to a low-voltage electric current. When 
the collector sensor is gOF warmer than the storage 
tank sensor, the controller activates the pump. When 
the collector sensor is less than 3°F warmer than the 
storage tank sensor, the controller turns the pump off. 
2. Collector Freeze Protection. If the water in the 
collector freezes, it will expand into ice and burst 
the pipes. There are two freeze protection systems 
at Iris Images: 
a. Pumped Freeze Protection. Both controllers are 
equipped with freeze protection cycles. Controller A 
is connected to a freeze sensor on collector bank A 
and controller B is connected to a freeze sensor on 
collector bank B. The freeze s~nsors are located 
on ~l absorber plate. If the temperature at either 
sensor drops below 36°F, the pump is activated and 
warm water is circulated through the collectors. 
When both sensors are heated ur to 37.5°F, the pump 
is turned off. 
b. Drain Down Freeze Prot~ction. The pumped freeze 
protection does not work during a power failure. 
To guard against the possibility of a simultaneous 
freeze and power failure, a system is provided which 
will drain water from the collectors during a power 
failure. If a power failure occurs, two solenoid 
valves will move. One (V4) will close, cutting off 
make-up water and depressurizing the solar syst~. 
Another solenoid valve (V7) will open, allowing 
water to drain out of the collectors. 
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For normal solar operation, both temperature 
differential controllers should be placed in the 
"autoutic operation" position. In this position, 
the pump will automatically activate and deactivate 
as required to collect energy and prevent freezing_ 
The p~ will activate if either or both controllers 
so command. 
Controller 
Switch Position Function ------~~~~---------------------------------
Manual On Pump will constantly operate regardless of 
temperature differentials. 
Off Pump will never operate regardless of 
temperature differentials. 
Automatic Operation Pump will operate in response to temperature 
differentials as required to collect enerqy and 
p=event freezing. 
B. Balancing Flow Through Collector Banks 
Collector Bank A is equipped with twelve 4' x 10' absorber 
plates by Sunburst Solar Energy, Inc. Collector Bank B is 
equipped with four 4' x 10' absorber plates by Solar Development, 
Inc. The absorber plates in each bank are manifolded to equally 
distribute flow within each bank. Flow to each bank, however. 
must be adjusted with a balancing valve to ensure equal flow to 
all 16 absorber plates. This can be accomplished by adjusting 
the balancing valves (VB and V9) and reading the thermometers 
which are located inside the support structures at the collector 
outlets. 
Balancing can only be accomplished with the pump on. With 
both valves completely open, the exit temperature from Bank A (T3) 
will be higher than from Bank B(T4). The balancing valve at 
Bank A(VB) should be left completely open and the balancing valve 
at Bank B (V9) should be closed slightly. This will bring the 
exit temperatures and the flow rates per collector closer together. 
If Rank A is still warmer, the bdlancing valve at Bank B should 
be closed slight:y more. If Bank B is warmer, then its balancing 
valve should be opened slightly. The adjustments should continue 
until the exit temperatures arc the same from each bank. Several 
minutes should be allowed between oach adjustment so the full 
effect of the change can be.> reqistered by the thermometers. 
An additional baLmcing valv(. is loc,1ted in the mechanical 
room in the supply line to t..he collectors in the event a reduction 
in the overall flow rate is desired, but for normal operation it 
should 1:.0 fully opened. A check villve in the return line from 
the collectol:'s prevents back-syphoninq ilt night. 
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C. Collector Te!I!P!rature and PrelJsure Relief 
If there is no flow through the collectors on a sunny day, 
the temperature and pressure could go to undesirable highs. 
To prevent excessive conditions, temperature/pressure relief 
valves (VIO and Vll) are located at the high point of each 
collector bank. 
An additional temperature/pressure relief valve is located 
on the backup water heater and an additional pressure relief 
valve is connected in series with the pressure reducer on the 
cold water supply to the entire building. 
IV. Storage 
The storage system consists of three 120-gallon pressurized 
water tanks. They are manifolded to provide equal flow to each tank. 
Make-up water enters at the bottom of the tank. This is also where 
water is drawn from the tank to the collectors. Water returns to 
the tank from the collectors a few inches above the supply. Water 
is drawn off the top of the tank to feed the bottom of the backup 
heater. 
V. Backup Heater 
VI. 
The natural gas backup heater is a conventional hot water 
heater. Its minimum temperature should be set at 120°F. 
Processors and Sinks 
Water is removed from the backup heater by four independently 
operated film processors. The requir~j temperature varies according 
to the type of film being processed. Temperature is controlled by 
tempering valves located at each processor Wllich mix hot water from 
the solar system with cold water. Required temperatures range from 
75°F to 100°F. Bathroom and laboratory sinks are also served with 
hot water. 
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.VII. 
VIII. 
'Solar System Start-up 
'1'0 start the solar syste, make sure all hose bibbs 
in the system are closed. Valve Vl should be closed, and 
valves V2 and V3 open. (See Figure 1.) This will fill the 
storage tanka and collectors with water and pressuriae the 
systGlll. Automatic air vents, loeated at the high point of 
each coll~tor bank, 8011<* air: tC!i escape the plumbing syatea. 
For nomal operation of the solar system, both temperatun 
differential controllers should be switches to -autOmatic 
operation.- In this position, the pump will automat.ically 
activate and deactivate as required to collect energy and 
prevent freezing. 
Solar System Shut Down 
To shut the solar syst~ down and switch to the backup, 
valve Vl should be open and V2 and V3 closed (see Figure 7). 
This will unpressurize the storage tanks and co~·.ectors, but 
will allow lab operations to continue with the backup heater. 
Both tempeL3ture differential controllers should be switched 
to "Off." This position will keep the pump off at all tilDes. 
If the system is shut down for more than a few bours---
and especially if there is a possibility of freezing temperatures---
the solar collectors should be drained. Hose bibbs are located 
on the supply and return lines between the collectors and storage 
tanks. A hose can be attached to them to drain the collectors. 
It it is also necp.ssary to drain the storage tanks, hose bibbs 
are located at the bottom of them. Vacuum breakers are located 
at the high point of each collector bank to allow air to enter 
the system when draining. 
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I. 
PERIODIC MAINTENANCE 
SUJIIM!l 
The following inspections and maintenance should be done every 
four months. If properly adhered to, the' solar system will perform 
more efficiently and the components will last much longer. More 
importantly, some of these tests are absolutely necessary to prevent 
damage .to the system. For instance, if the freeze protection systems 
are not operating properly, th~ water in the collectors might freeze, 
expand and burst the pipes. 
These tests take only a few minutes to complete and can greatly 
extend the life of the system. It is in future years, when fuel prices 
have greatly escalated, that the solar system will make its biggest 
economic contribution. 
II. Wash Collectors 
Every four months the collectors should be inspected for dirt 
and pollutants on the translucent fiberglass glazing. Dirt on the 
collector will block sunlight and pollutants will degrade the trans-
parent cover. Rainfall will usually do a satisfactory job of keeping 
the collectors clean, but when months go by without rain, they should 
be rinsed off. A hose bibb is located on the roof for this purpose. 
It is located on the east side of collector bank A near the bottom. 
III. Inspect for Leaks 
The solar collectors are exposed to extreme temperatures. 
Excessive expansion and contraction or freezing can cause a pipe 
to break. If on the roof, a leak might go unnoticed for a long time. 
It is, therefore, important that the collectors be periodically 
ins~ected for leak~. 
If a leak is found, the solar system should be immediately shut 
down, the collectors drained, al.1 the hot water system switched to 
the natural gas backup system. (See "System Operation" section, 
Part VIII, "Solar System Shut Down.") 
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IV. Check BalanCing of Collector Banks 
A the%1lW)Qleter (T3 and T4) 18 located inside each collector 
support structure. It .... urea the taperature of the water .. 
it leave. each collector bank. The exit temperature from both 
banks should be the s_. (This should only be &me when the pap 
ia on and collecting energy.) If they are not the same, then the 
balancing valve at collector bank B should be 4djusted. The 
balancing valve is located next to the thermometer under the 
collector support structure • 
. V. Check Controllers 
By looking at the water temperature going to the collectors (Tl) 
,~J returning to the storage tank (T2), the controller can be checked. 
\,nen the pump is operating, the returning temperature should never 
be less than or equnl to the supply temperature. These temperatures 
should be checked periodically in the morning and late afternoon to 
make sure the pump is activated and deactivated at the proper 
temperature diff~Lentials. 
For normal solar operation, both temperature differential 
controllers should be placed in the "automatic operation" position. 
VI. Check Drain Down Freeze Protection System 
In the event of a power failure and s~ultan30US freeze, it 
becomes absolutely necessary to drain the collectors. A system is 
provided which will automatically drain the collectors whenever 
there is a power failure. 
The drain down system employes two solenoid valves, V4 and V7. 
When a power failure occurs, V4 closes, cutting off the water 
pressure to the hot water system. At the same time, V7 opens, 
allowing water in the collectors to drain to the floor drain. 
During the regular maintenance check, every four months, the 
proper 0pcJ:ation of these solenoid valves should be checked. Above 
the differential temperature controllers is an electrical switch. 
Turning this switch to the "off" position will cut off power to the 
solenoid valves, simulating a power failure. The movement of the 
solenoid valves and the draining of water can be heard. If in doubt, 
touch the solenoid valves while someone else turns the switch. You 
will be able to distinctly feel the movement of valves. After 
testing , the electrical switch shOUld be returned to the "on" 
position. For proper operation of this system, V17, located near 
the floor drain, should always be open. 
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VII. 
VIII. 
Oil Pump 
Every four months f place a faw drops of oil in each of the 
two porta. U •• 2o-weight, non-detergent oil. Thia will greatly 
inareaae the Ufe of the pump_ 
Drain Sediment OUt of Storage Tanks 
Every four months the drain valve at the bottom of each 
storage tank should be opened. The water should t.e allowed to 
run uni.:il it flows clean. This will keep sediment from building 
up in the tank bottom. 
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COMPONENT SPECIFICATIONS 
Solar colh1ctor absorber plate 
(Collector Bank 1\) 
Solar collector absorb('T plate 
(Collector Bank B) 
Solar collector glazinq 
Solar colh'ctot, insulation 
Pump 
Differential temperature 
controllers 
Storage tanks 
Solenoid valves 
o • rtf tat .... 'd Pdf' 'r' 
M.:mufacturer 
Sunburst Solar Energy, Inc. 
Solar Development, Inc. 
Pilon, Division of Vistron Corp. 
U. S. Gypsum 
March Manufacturing Co. 
Heliclropl~ General 
Americ.1.n Appliance Co. 
Skinner Co. 
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SOLAR ENERGY ABSORBER PANELS 
METAL ABSORBER PLATE SPECIFICATION SHEET TEXT 
Thinking about solar energy? 
If you've examined the options and penciled out the economics, you know that modular solar collectors - those boxed, 
glazed , "ready to connect" units - are expensive . 
You know that solar collectors aren't so " ready to connect" . Properly insulated connective piping may cost as much as 20% 
above the price of the collectors ; not to ment ion your labor costs! 
You're aware that modular, pre· boxed collectors limit your design options and are difficult to install aesthetically . 
And clearly, you don't want to pay the ma.lufacturer's markup on the collector Iloxing and !;Iazing. 
Now there is a low cost, quality manufactured, high efficiency absorber panel available to you . The SUNBURST SOLAR ENERGY 
ABSORBER PANEL. 
I 
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The Sunburst Method 
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Sunburst Solar Energy Pancls can he mounted In a unilJI\, <llIdy . Scvt'l ,tl panel, iJre easi ly headered together and boxeo within 
t ~inq lc q mnund . Glaz ing and framing is d01l1' by the imt.oIl e l ()I I II". JoilSIIf) . Th(' ex pensive, insuldted connection piping is no 
lor' gel losll1~ hl:!at; the bare pipe nainted blilc:k within thl! collo'c tol " " 111(1'1< 1 .l e i, <.I' additional absorber surface. 
Such a cost ·effective inqallatlon prov ides 0111 dltldeti v!! ~ .JII' \ Cl pporlll rllly tu Y'lll[ cnclI;y conscious client. 
Technical Description 
l hp. Sun!Jurst Solar Enelqy Al>solher Pdnel i, constlllc led I1f 1()11~ lofl' corrmlun lI ~s is tant copper ti l ., clamped betwp.en 
~hee ts of 25 mil aluminum by a high pn!,~ ur e liv!!linq ~·/ s lf·m . All jnil1t ~ in till' cot>ppr lUlling ,He si llier soldered and have a melt · 
on'u point of 1200° F. The flat bl ac k epoxy coatinq hJS hel'll ll,,!rf 101 VI:dl ~ '" all 1: >< tel iOI paint for jl'! aircraft. 
Materials selection lur thi s abso lber pdrtcl has llr.cl1lldseri on IOI1C1 Ide .J nrll oweq ro~ t 111: 1 rf elive lec1 BTU . 
8~ 
ABSORBER PANEL CROSS SECTION -~ ~ 
0 0 SJ ! I , ~~-------------------_-._~~"~.J~EE~O(~) 43 25 mil alu!ll1nulD - -
r '.5" I .. 
I I 
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Applications 
Domestic Water Hearing 
To provide tilt) hot water for an average CJlifornia family of 5 requires 
rou!JI1!y 60 squ,lIc teet of Sunbllrst Solar Enl1lgy Absorber P'Jnels. They may be 
instdlled on a lOot, 9dra!Je, tlil!silh- or freestanding. By piping to a storage tank in 
series with your I~xisting WJt!'! ht'ater, considerable energy is saved with no 
danger of in~lIftll~i/'nt hot walt'r. 
Space Heating 
The demand for r)f><ll lotal 1~l1ergy self·sufficiency is increasing. Solar space 
heatinlJ cuts utility bills up to 80"". Individualized plilns are aVdilable to aid in 
the l!esign of YOllI solar proieLt. 
Swimming Pool He3ting 
Or1l' ot the 1110st attractive uses of Sunburst Sotar Energy Absorber Panels is 
for pool lwatin., Risinq natlll,ll !las costs and unavailability of new hookups 
rnJkt, sul.r, hl'dtinq the lWst dvail.rhle option. The existing pool filtration pump 
,md pipill~l JIt' ljl'rwrdlly lIS,lllle t(ll J Sunburst installation. With d sinqle glazing. 
the Sunbulst r.lI1l'h will providl' ·;tt'ady heat year loulld. Performance is not JS 
subjt'ct to 3mhil'nt Wl'dtt1t~1 conditions JS Jre ungtilzed systems. 
Undl'! st,mdinq the subjl'ct 01 solal culll'ctol efficiency lequires more in· 
f\lrm~ltion tl1.;/1 i, ljclWl,lIIy presented. The temperatUie differential between 
thl' incomil1<1 vv«t'r ,lilt! II;e collector surface is the "force" by which he,lt 
is drdvvn ;:'10 thl~ \'Va!.'r. 
o (T- T. ) x R ColIl'ctol dticil'11CY is de/ineo d~ cot ~ __ Q.ut __ ln __ .. 
0 50) Q~ol 
whl'r .. O;:o! i·; the hedt (lutput of the SOldl collector (BTU, hourl 
0,01 l'i the heal .lv,lilallte from the sun (BTU/houri 
Tout i, the It'mpCI,ltllH' of the water it!dving the collector (OF) 
Tin "th,> tl'l11p .. foltlrre of tire water l)ntcring the collt'cto! ("Fl 
HI" thl' \'11.1\,': 11,,\'11 r.lt<! (Lbs'h('Uf GPM x f'O), 8.3\ 
ABSORBER PANEL DIMENSIONAL DATA SUNBURST SOLAR COLLECTOR 
~, " 
----._-_. 
';'1" 
to".r r1nf'1 
,,, t.o. ~OJ:'f\.r ""t'!,,'''r "uhf! 
r1.1v.r "'o1 'flrl!! ~ J,11 ,t., 
C"lIector efficiency j;. alw .1 function oj tlw nllhidl~ ,tlnltit'"t tt'lnpl'tdtt!'" (T,lIn,,1 1\ 111'1 lornld"'\' CIlIVI' rl'p\f'~.~ntinq collector t>f 
fj,'iency vs the par;\lTwter Tin Tamh ,hnws Irllt' .. "lk .. l<l! lH'tI""1\,llli"> ..1',.1 .dl,)ws cOll1p.Hi'oTl of colll'rlo" r('qilfdlps~ of Sill? 
t1).llrridls, v.ate. tempt'f.1tufP or test lordtio!), 
•• Wrno conditions significantly affect tht~ IWI tOI nl.1n(I' of .In lIl~'l\"ll'd '.[)ioll coli!'!'!n:. 
SUNBURST SOLAR ENERGY, INC., P.O. BOl( 816. Menlo Pati<o California 94025 - Tele. (415) 326·6101 
!iO 
*+?:nt 7 trRt? 7 Ss'·,srt'r. ae! * -. -
- . ::'":!'.::..=: ;;:.--:~=::.:'~:::::::2"'':''!''''':'' "!Of"";;!!! elf t'Cd"'\;-.i. ~. .; """"'~-~~~~'~;;t.;-.=~~ ':.~~.-, 
SOl 
ALL COPPER SOLAR ABSORBER PLATE 
,/. L..i 1.0. COPPER TUIE 
SOl copper absorber plates are normally manufactured in the following confilur.tlons: 
4' x 10' sinusoidal (45 Ibs.) 
4' x 10' parallel with %" headers 
<£j 1Q DUrall" with % btidea:> 
4' x 10' parallel with 1" headers 
Other lengths (under 10 ft.) and widths are readily av.ilable on special order. PI.tlS Irt normally 
supplied unpainted but c,n be provided with a high quality flat black paint. I' _ . n.._ 
~Et)I-l~ WILL\~ ~2..~~uP6!\.O'~~\.4&Q. 
ADVANTAGES 
• time proven design 
• excellent heat transfer 
o low cost 
• no thermal warpi"9 or stress concentrations. 
• plate/tube design not subject to low cvcle fatigue failure. 
SOLAR DEVELOPMENT, INC. 
4180 Westroads Drive 
West Palm 8each, Florida 33407 
(305) .. 2-1135 
j 
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NUMBEA 
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leviaeel 
TECHNICAL SERVICES DEPARTMENT • 12333 SO. VAN NESS AVENUE • HAWTHDAhE. CALIFORNIA 10250 
Solar Energy Bull et in 
The following general information and data is presented in response to the many 
inquiries we have received relating to the use of Filon~ Fiberglass Reinforced 
Panels (FRP) in solar collectors. The attached sola¥ iata is based on prelia1-
~!!!!! conducted by Filon and independent laboratu~Les. Additional teats 
are presently under way. Othera are ?lanned to provide more complete and spe-
cific information on Filon panels and their useful function as covers for solar 
collectors. As this information is documented, additional bulletins will be 
issued. 
Justification for the use of Filon panels as covers for flat plate collectors 
i8 extremely strong even though a complete and thorough investigation of t~e 
use of FRP for this application has not ~een completed. 
Fi10n panels are manufactured with acrylic fortified polyester resin reinforced 
with fiberglass. 'All Filon panels contain UV absorbers to reduce color degrada-
tion. Two tYPNl of Filon panels are suggested for solar applications. The first 
has a protective film of DuPont's polyvinyl fluoride Tedla~ on one surface. 
This gives add&d U.V. protection plus protection from surface degradation. Ted-
lar is virtuaIiy impervious to erosive and corrosive atmospheric conditions. 
The second product sU83ested for covers has Fiion's exclusive Fi10platede sur-
face on one side. ;be Filop1ated surface protects against degradation in much 
the same manner as Tedlar through use of an acrylic modified gel coat. Standard 
Filon panels are not recommended for long-term efficiency due to the lack of a 
protective surface. 
~~ 
Comparative spectral transmittance graphs for various weights of Filon panels and 
types of glass are included with this report. This data was compiled by E.t. Du-
Pont Laboratories. Additional spectrophotometer data provided by Pittsburgh Plate 
Glass Laboratories is also included for comparisou purposes. All panel data pre-
sented is for the Tediar-coated quality. Test data on Filap1ated and standard 
types of panels will be available at a lat~r date. 
Solar energy transmission of Filon panels in the ultraviolet portion of the spec-
trum is very low, as indicated by the data. Based on tne foll~wing academically 
accept£d i.nformation, this should not significantly effect the performance of a 
collector. The percentage of U.V. radiation reaching the earth's surface is gener-
92 
2. 
ally lesR than 7% of the total useful 90la~ energy (0.2 microns to 25.0 •• -
crans). The portion of the solar enerlY received on the ground and effective 
In 80lar applications is substantially ir. the range of 0.29 microns to 3.0 
microns. 
The following tables give the percent tran=mission and reflectance in the 
U.V., visible, and infrared portions of the spectrum for various Tedlar-clsd 
Filon panels. A comparison is also made with clear float gla8s: 
RADIANT ENERGY TRANSMITTANCE 
Flat panels Type 748 (approx. 4 oz. paf); Type 558 (approx. 5 oz. plf); 
Type 568 (approx. 6 oz. psf); Clear Float Glass (approx. 2.45 lbs psf/.188" thick) 
Total 
~ U.V. Visible Infrared Solar Enersy 
!;58 9.4~ 89.2% 86.4% 86.2% 
568 7.4% 68.7% 85.5% 85.5% 
*748 14.0% 86.7% 86.6% 85.3% 
Glass 74.0r. 89.0% 73.0% 81.0% 
~ANT ENERGY REFLEC~ 
Flat panels Type 748 (anprox. 4 oz. psf); Type 558 (approx. 5 oz. psf); 
Type 568 ( approx. 6 oz. psf) 
~ 
358 
568 
*748 
U.V. 
5.4% 
5.4% 
5.7% 
Visible 
7.6% 
7.9% 
8.4% 
6.8% 
6.0% 
7.1% 
Total 
Solar Enersy 
7.1% 
7.0% 
7.8% 
*(Type 748 had one year outdoor weathering exposure prior to test). 
Above tests conducted by PPG Industries. Data taken from IBM 526 Datex, 
93 
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~ . !1ncl ".tl' .. FUSE TRANSMI.S~I.9!! 3. 
Solar Energyl Diffuse Light2 
.lli.2!l Weight !!!,n9mtss~ Transmission 
Type 388 Flat RJlprox. 8 oz. l'sf 82% 93% 
Type 608 Flat approx. 10 07.. ptf f 77% 92% 
Type 546 2'" -i corr. approx. 4 (lZ. pAf 781- 90% 
Type 548 2~" corr. approx. 4 oz. psf 844 95% 
Type 558 2~" ~orr. approx. 5 07.. pd 76% 95% 
Gla;:;s 
S:f nftb Sl rcngth approx. 1. 22 lhR I)sf 862: 96% 
lASTH #E-424 (B) 2ASTH tI~)-1494 
l)escn: Sunshine Exp0lulrt" TeFltH, Inc. Fi Ion '.~(,8eaTch Laboratory 
HEAT DISTORTION 
The heat distortion temperature of Filnn panels (ASTH 0648) is approximately 
220°F @ 264 psi and 3190 F @ 66 psi. Therefore, Filon panels should remain struc-
turally sound wh~n used as covers on moRt flat plate colle~tor8. Prolonged ex-
posure at eJevated temperatures in exce~s of those indicated above will caUMe 
some discolor;ttion of the panels and possibly some gradual defonaation; however. 
Filon panels will not collilpRe. 
OPEN AQUEODS COLLECTORS 
Filon panels are .!!2! ~!:.('ntl)' !.~('2.1IIm~nded ;11'1 covers for collectoc& having dti".:('t 
exposllr<, to .!!9.~E..1! fluids. Under thl'!lt> l'llnditions, the panels can develop in-
ternal bloomin~. a cI\nditi(~n brought ahout by ;JhRorption of moisture which weakens 
tht' glass-rt>s!n hond In till' p;!Ol~ls. Th(' result if; a redu~tion in Ught trans-
mission and ultirllo1tt:'ly a w('ah~ning IIf th,' pant.·l Rtructure. It may be possit..le to 
use FRP in this typ£, of applicat iun whl.'n a !'_on-aqut·ous fluid is used. To the best 
of our knowledge. sped fic data is not ilvaf l.1hlt' relative to the use of other 
fluids. and the1 r long-tl'nn effect on FRP. How~ver. tests are being conducted on 
various cI'T!lml'rdally av.Ii Llhl,· I'n,dllct '-'. 
FASTENING 
Filon FRP, aluminum .1nd st€'l't havt> simi);tr tllt'rmal t'xJl.1ns!on cOl'fficients. This 
allows Filon rilnl'ls tn Iw fdstl'lwd dlt-.,.·t Iv II' tlll'St' matt'rials when propt>r prcp-
aration~ are m.ldl'. Dut' to short l"ngths n"rm:t11v involvt'd in solar collec-
4. 
tors any difference 1n ~xpan81on ro~ffl~·tpnt8 ca~ b~ accommodated hy pre-
drilling fastener holes 1/32" - 3/h4" l;lrger than the diameter of the faa-
tenere Fasteners shnuld be ~" tn I" frl)m t.he panel edle and approximately 
6" - 8" apart. Fl1nn panl'}s predrlll~rJ .11, above may be nailed directly to 
wood frames using aluminum splral Khank na118. 
Silicone adh~siveR provide ~n excellent hond to Fl10n panel surfaces and may 
prove to be a satisfactory alternat~ for mechanical fastening techniques. 
In addition to the silicones severa) oth~r adhesives have been evaluated fOl' 
their bonding strength and found to be very effective; however, their use in 
solar Rpplications has not been ~vallJ.1t(ld. If additional information 11 de-
I sired for these products, we suggest rontacting one of the follow1nl manufac-
turers or a local adhesives distributor: 
• 
A. Dymax - #830 w/OS30 primer - Conap Inc., Div. of M.P.B. Cerp., 
1405 buff~lo Street, Oh'an, NY 14760. 
Product not recommcndt?d for continuous use at temperatures above 
2600 F. 
B. Vers1lok - 9506 w/#4 pri~'r - Hu~h8rn Chemicals, Div. of Lord Co., 
F.rie. PA 16512. 
Produl't will p('rform continuously at l'lev:tted temperatures up to 
2500 F. 
CHEMICAL RESISTAN~ 
Filon FRP products .Ire j'xtrt!m",ly Rtab]t'. h.1ve high reRistance Lo mvst chemicals 
and acids nornlfllty found in industrial atmosph4.'rt.'R and may hE' used in the pres-
ence of hydrocarhons, :d,·\lho)s. Iwrmddl's, c;,rhonatl's, and diluted halogens. 
For Spt'cifi(' n'comml'lldat ions in hlldi corrllsilm 'ItIlk1spheres. ('onsult Technical 
S.·l'v; cc:>s Oepa rtt!K'nt , 
~ 
C',enl'rOll1y, h.111 only C.1US(lH ('osm('t I(' dant;I~I.'. (flldt>r the impact l)f most hail 
stones, .1 AI!l.111 rluudlng Ilr "!;t;lrrinJ.:" a Tt';' will arr('.lr. This is an internal 
frOl('tur!' of the J;1.1:>S fiht>rs .1od ·.;;ilt not signifiCilntly r('du('e light trans-
mission valUC'R. 
MAINTENANCE RECOMMENDATIONS 
Sup<>r-smooth surf.lcPs an' usually W:'lslH'cI cll'.1n hy raIn. Durin~ dry periods, 
hose or wash to l'emOVt' accumulatl'd dirt. 
Vi l"n 1'-111, I II, II' IJ '~. r. i: i.'" ",,, , .. i J J f ,k, ,I,· r!, . , ; 'il" ',;, '1 I,,"·.'n.t f h,"" 
thill would t'r:lck I!,Llss IIr tft'forl'l rnl't;t1. Film! 1';1111'1s will 8n.1p hack without 
,1.1 m.lgl· when t h{' ) (lad i!i n·l'1l)ved. 
In nrd{'r to kt'!'p )l'a:l-(';Irrvln)~ c;lpal'itv ;It a maximllm. II:~(" ;j minimum number of 
LHH{'nl'rS :It till' mid-sr-ln sllpr~'rt. I'ndt'r wind :lnd snow lends. the panel is 
undt'r it" )~ n';J l ('s t s l n'~s ;1 t t It Is I"'CJ in t , Exe l'SS f .1slt·n i n~ s impl y pt>rt ora tes 
.mJ IoIt';lki'ns till' p.II1I') It tilt' m.lx imum st rI'S." point (S('{' r igun' 1). i.():!d-bearing 
capacitv v:trit'" with P;1Ilt') l"onfi):lIr.1tlllfl :lnd g;I\l~{' (St'l' figllrf!s 2, ), & 4). 
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WIND LOADS 
For wind resistance. a 4' x 8' collector cover should have one cross support 
in the c~nter. The panel should be fastened to the center cross support 
15" - 18" o.c. to prevent rattles. This cross support will normally prevent 
the panel from touching the black body under heavy wind loads. Flat Filon 
Type 388 fastened as indicated above (2-46 3/8" x 46 3/8" spans) Will support, 
in a horizontal pOSition, a load of 10 Ibs. per square foot with a one-inch 
deflection at midpoint of each span. (S.P.I. load and deflection test). 
This 10 lb. load may be translated into a wind load of approximately 55'mph 
based on the following formula: 
* MPH· ~(300.3) (X) (Where, X r Load in lbs. psf) 
The most severe wind load would be on a vertical installation. Therefore. 
wind loads calculated for this condition should be safe for other angles. For 
vertical Filon panels installations. to calculate the uniform load on the pan-
els in Ihs. per square foot, given the wind velocity in miles per hour, the 
fo llowing formula rn.1Y be used: 
* X '" 
(MPH) 2 
300.3 
(X represents load in lbs. psf) 
*The formulas presented above are for estimating onll. Wind loads must take into 
consideration many factors including height, shape and size of application. as 
well a~ the angles of installation, and other design criteria. Proper engineer-
ing sources. as well as building code requirements, should be consulted in order 
to develop specifiC desigll data. 
APPROVALS 
Product Standard: Filon panels exce~d applicable specifications of U.S. Dept. of 
Commerce National Bureau of Standards Product Standard, "GlaSS-Fiber Reinforced 
Polyester Structural Plastic Panels," PS 53-72. 
Code Approvals: Filon panels meet requirements of the major model building codes 
and most state, county and municipal building departments, as well a~' fire under-
writers. 
Federal Specifications: Filon panels meet Military and Federal Specifications 
for "Plastic Panels, Corrugated, Translucent, Glazing" (L-P-SOSC GSA-FSS). 
Rf'fpr to rt,df'r:lI SIIf'pl \' Numhf'r q110-2R:?-R31~. 
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This pale has been deleted because of copyright information. 
For information Oft FILON solar panele, physical properties, contact 
FILON, Hawthorne. California 90250. 
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Twelve (12) page. have been deleted becaul'" of copyright information. 
For information on FILON .olar product., acce •• orie., ''How to 
Design w th Daylight" and lale. offices, contact FILON, Hawthor __ , 
California 90250. 
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March Circulators are designed for closed and open 
oiler or domestic hot water systems, and as replace-
ments for hydronic zone valves. Eight models with three 
capacities are offered. Bronze head pumps are recom-
mended for open systems to resist rust and foreign 
deposit bu ild-up. Cast iron volutes should be used only 
on closed c ircuits where the water is circulated con-
sta ' v and mineral deposits are minimized. 
March 's proven magnetic drive eliminates the trouble-
some, old-fashioned shaft seal. There can be no seal 
wear, power-robbing friction 
or leakage thru the seal. 
Impeller and drive magnets 
are permanent ceramic 
type. They pr ent slip-
pa e and insure that full _ 
motor horsepower is con- MOl on.· '-- -
verled into pumping power. 
Energy requ irements are 
lowered as all the energy 
produced by the motor is 
'! tillzed, espec ially import-
n in s 1M energy systems. 
DR IV( MAC N." 
eal-Ies drive also prov ides for faster, easier motor 
-ervice, as the motor can be removed without draining, 
ra tll in and reheating the system. 
March circulators are easi ly installed, either vertically 
~ horizon ally , ith a choice of standard flanges on the 
21 seri s. Whisper-quiet operation is assured by micro-
balanc d motor fan and dynamically balanced magnets. 
JI t two mor reasons why March should be your first 
'nolce for most every appl ication! 
SERIES 
809 
The compact, bronze head 
Model 809 is ideal for domes-
tic and commercial loops, pro-
viding instantaneous hot water 
at every outlet. Compared with 
standard circulators, the 3 
gpm 809 is smaller, lighter and 
more economical to buy and 
operate. 
ModeI809HS 
3500 RPM model for almost 
twice the capacity and nearly 
three times the head. 
Model 809 ·24 
24 volt version to replace 
troublesome hydronic zone 
valves. Eliminates the need for 
a main boiler circulator. 
SERIES 
821 
Model 821 is a high capacity, 22 9j:'m, cast iron circu-
lator for closed systems not requiring bronze construc 
tion . The March design drastically reduces weight and 
bulk and costs less than conventional circulators. 
Common flange sizes of 3t. ", 1", 1 V. ", and 1 V2" plus a 
standard 63A1 " flange to flange dimension makes the 
821 a perfect replacement pump. 
Model 821-BR 
Same as above except for bronze pump head and 
flanges. The right one for domestic hot water systems. 
Model 8~1-VBR 
Vertical mount bronze un it ideal for hot water heaters 
and aquastat boosters. Jt. " FPT inlet and outlet are 90 0 
apart and in a horizontal plane. permitt ing fast and 
easy corner installation. 
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SPECIFICATIONS 
PE RFORMANCE 
n ATI NGS 
,.~.!t /~'~~. ,. ~ ;('~!f" ~. • • • Mi. Mai. ~ ~ttll ~ !". !}"': __ . Molo," . ~ .Iow ; ~r" d i rSIJ ,Inllt 6 OUUI' , II HP ~ RrM . \ Volls . HrrU , PITase Wall. Amps 
809 3 gpm ' .1' 1.8 ' z" MPT 111 00 - '0 lIS 60 30 
.3 
80924 24 Sinole 1.5 
-- -
! I t.2 
809HS S.J gpm 11.6' S.O I: " /, Pi I " . ' 0 or 1i0 SmRle 80 or 
730 .6 
- --
82' 
'I . .. . , " . I' .... 
82 , -RR 122 gpm 85' 3 4 
, "1 " Flanges 1120 1600 15 or GO S'"ole ,,0 1.8 
869 230 
82' -YBR 22 0pm 85' 34 1~ : eJd cd 1/ :'0 160 I ~ or 60 SIngle 110 1.8 
869-Y '1. " FPT 230 
- nn lI ~ n R Cd m els. ledse sPec!f, fla nge SIlt d SI' ,d 
•• Conlt nuu S duly mol! r. Iher al over load plolee d 130 voll and , II bWlnR molors IVl llable consu lt tae tor, . 
.. . P pIng loam Ie la ture \\3t r 
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HOT 
OIL 
CIRCULATORS 
ApplIcation. Include fNnch-frJ cook.,., hot 011 flit.,., MCI 
.11 high-tempe ... ", ... Ioc •• loni, Celt Iron body wtth porcea.1n 
ce ... mlc eplndle. ."Ion Impeller 8nd tenon galke" ..... .n 
qUill" componentl dnIGMd tor contlnuoUi 011 clrculltlon 
to 4OO eF. Motor protKled by • thick .... t .hlelel .nd further 
cooled br du.1 motor t.M, 
MOOR "'V 
AI .bow exc.pt 
verticil mounL 
MODEL 809 
MODELS 821 AND 869 
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LIMITED WARRANTY 
March rumps are guarantoed only an:tinr.t d~ft'ct~ in WI' -kmanship or m:atorillis lor it p~riod of 
one yelr from date 01 manufacture. Warranty will be e, ~e"ded up to one year 'rom date of 
purrhase. providing the warrnnty card ia returned to the 'actory wIthin 10 day<; of purchase date. 
liability In all events Is limited to tho purchase p,j~e p.lld .. nd is limited to repla"':ing or repair-
ing any pump or parta which arc d("ectivo In Inalf'fI1l:. or workmanship. All warranty pumps must 
be retur"ed to our factory. !lhipping costs prepaid. T'"s guarnntoo shall nol be effoctive If the 
pump ha~' been subjected to misuse. negligence. or if the electric cords have been cut off. This 
gualanlcc pertains only to pumps used to pump wntor. For ali other solutions contact tho factory 
for pnor written approval before pump is installed. 
,~ 
-_ac, .. ca ..•. 
...• 
OFFICES IN PRINClrA/ CITIf." 
1819 PICKWICK AVENUE 
GLENVIEW,ILLINOIS 60025 
(312) 729·5300 TELEX 72·4378 
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MAGNI',CINT' Y 
MODlIN ~ltl~ u 
MODEL 821 PUMP INSTALLAnON-
INSTRUCTION, SERVICE 
" REPAIR PARTS I 
The ModwI 821 Pump illIttmbItd and ready for im1lll.· 
don. The Pump should be mounted with the EatctricaI 
Conduit Box (item 4t on tnt top end tnt pump in • 
horizontal poaItion. The oil ports will then be o~ top. 
The motor should be oiled upon inltlll.tion .nd at I •• t 
once • v.ar ther •• fter. The Pump Volut. Uttm U may 
be rotated .t random in IIlV one of 4 positions if desired. 
Rtrnovt the 4 IeteWi (item 3. IIld rot.tt the Volute 
with rfIPtCt to the Motor Asatmblv .Item 4, then re· 
lhemble the Ief.WI. The Pump may be oper.ted with 
the Volute down Ind the motor vertical without ar.V 
problems. If you wish to oper.t. the Pump with the 
Volute up and the motor vertically down you must con-
tICt the flCtOtV for inatNCtitlnl. 
The Pump Volute 1\11 fttnge cor;.WltiON with 1-1111 
inchtl bet..., fIangt flCll. Volu. lito I¥IlItbit with 
.,4 Inttrnlf pipe ""'Ids In pi .. of fI ... c0nnec-
tions. The motor iI 11 & volt, 10 cycle, 1 ",-, A.C., 1.1 
amps. 110 W.tts, thermal overIOId prOtICted, end I. U.L. 
V,lIow Card Lilted. 
1 
The fllngt paktu and ICttWI and nuts .. PICked wllft 
tICh pump. The fl ... come PICktd ...... and CUI. 
met must .pecify the lizt rtqUirtd I ... ~H, 1", 1%" or 
1%" lizt. 
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(A) TO REMOVE MOTOR ASSEMBLY 
The model 821 Pump Is made up of 2 basic subassemblies. They Ire the Pump Volute .nd Impeller 
Assembly (item 1); Ind the Drive Magnet, Fan, Motor. Conduit Box Assembly (Item 4). To separate the 
2 IlHmblits. simply remove 4 hex head screws (item 3). The Pump will then separate Into the 2 ....". 
blittS plul the Hut Shield (Item 2) Hhl':h is the glass tilled plastic disk between the two IIHmbUes. 
If the motor his tliled. the motor assembly can be removed from the Pump Volute without hlvina to 
drain the water out of the fYltem. The Pump Volute flange connections do not hive to be remoVed. 
The water Clnnot escape from the Volute unless the flangt connections Ire loosened. Remove the 4 
screws (item 3) II described above .nd simply slide tM Motor Assembly (item 4) backwards. Replace 
the defective motor assembly with a new unit and re·.ttach to the Volute. Be.... the Heat Shield (item 2) II placed beck between the 2 assemblies. . 
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If the motor _mbly operatts, but the pump dOlI not push any wlter, the Impeller ... mbly may be 
jammed or otherwise defective. Remove the Motor Assembly and the Heat Shield as in section A. Then 
remove the 4 flit held screws (item 11 t. A 5/32 Allen wrench is required.The Wlter will now drain out 
of the ~. The bl&ance of the Plrts can then be removed by hand In the sequence II shown in the 
Iketch. Check the Impel~r·Magnet A_mbly (itflm 7J and the Pump Volute (item 1) for any dirt or 
foreign PIrtic .... Check the bust,ing inside the Irnpt'Uer·M~t Assembly tor wear. Check the Shaft 
Citen; 6) for WAr. Check the Housing Gaskot (item 8) for cuts or flatness. If repair parts arc needed, 
Me Repair Parts Chart below. Re·aaemhfe thfl pomn and h'eefl air out of the sy!'~m. 
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~"H!-PAII' Pt .. fll ',f '--... 
'TIM D£IC,u,nON 
, Pump VoIlIttI. F'IfIfIIId. Bton, .. 
, fOu/'IIP VoIu!"._ ~!IIId. Cat h_ 
, PU/'IIP Valut .. ,_Tl"l!adood. '!,~!" 
, Pump Valu''', Th, .. lIdo'd. e"" Ir .. n 
~-~ 
2 .... t ",..,.d 
- ~-- ,,---
3 ~'20 H,!,,_~,--Sc'''~ ______ 
.. Drlwe ~I • MatM A"'y ______ 
I TIt,,,,1 WMtwr. ~.I,",e 
• Ihfft 
J ImpeI"'.~t~M·y 
• Houitno G ...... t ~ Impel'" M.onet Ho14I1\4 
-~.= 
-----
'0 Ho14"" Cooftf!etln'1 RI1\4 
r--'. ~ --~- --
" 
"·20 Fl., Hd.~_ 
'--'2 
- .----~--------.-
F 1*'9' R\IbtlI>f Gak_ i 
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Thank you for buying a March Hot Water Circulating Puap. 
I will work many years for you and for the home or apartment 
where I'm installed, but I need a little drink of oil onCe in 
awhile. . . 
Approximately every 120 days, I need a few elrops of 011 in 
each of my two ports. Please use a 20 wt. non-detergent all. 
I was last oiled when I left the factory on • 
Maint'inence Schedule: 
I I I : I I I 
Please hang me near the hot water heater. 
CAUTION: DO NOT OVER OIL. 
P.S. Please mail my warranty card to activate the warranty. 
Pump Model _______ Serial No: 
D.t. Purchased: Purchased FrOIn: 
----------------
Pump Application: __________________ _ 
Solution 
Type COlh·~"lr •• lion PrftlUr. 
Customer 
---:N~.m=.~--------~A,-hJ-rft-.----------------
MARCH PUMP WARRANTY 
Mltrch pumps are guaranteed only against defecls '" workmanship or mater;'" for, period 
01 on. year from .d~te of ,manufacture, Warranly will be extended ujllo one v .. r from.,. 
of purch .... p~OVI~lng thIS werrllnl.y cald is returned 10 the factorv within 10 dly. of .,.,... 
c,,"-, dlte, LI'~lhtv In all evenu II hmi.tId to Ih, purchase price paid lind is limited to , .. 
piecIng or repairing IIny pump or parIS whIch ifr' defec'ive in mllteriif'S Dr workmanship. All 
wt,renty pumps mus~ be returned to our 'actory. shipping coslS prepaid. This .,.r.n'H 
shel. not be effecllve If th •. pump has been sulJjected to misuse. negligence. or if the "ectric 
cords have ~n CUI off. ThIS gUilrilntee pertains onlv to pumps used to pump water. For ,II 
othe, solutIOn. contect the fectorV for prior wr,tten 1IPPf0va'. before pump i, inst.lled. 
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TEMPIRATURE THERMOITAT 
••. for solar heating and 
solar hot water system control 
The DELTA-r Differential Temperature Thermostat is 
an automatic motor control which turns on and off the 
circulation pump/blower in a solar heating or solar hot 
water system when the collector temperature exceeds 
the storage temperature by preset differentials. 
Also. in reverse, the DELTA-T"'" may be utilized in solar 
nocturnal cooling systems to control summer night cold 
pick-up. By reversing the sensor locations (high tempera-
ture sensor at storage and low temperature sensor at 
cool exterior location), the pump or blower will go on when 
the exterior is colder than storage. 
enctoeure is ~ c.''''''1Iy 4-' "'8" Ul LiSted ~ ..... 
boll (1 , .9","," 1t 9rnm1. 
The OTT-SO, 290 and 690 Series are deSigned to be hookecl-up without the need to 
hire an electrician as they are equipped with a grounded power supply cord and a 
receptacle outlet in the box cover. The 690 series has two I't:Iceptacles. one for the 
pump and one for the freeze protection valves. 
A feature of the OTT -100 series is an AUTOMATIC OFF condition when the collec-
tor temperature is below 80°F. This feature prevents the pump turning on at night 
when a large amount of heat has been extracted from storage. - MODE 1 
A circuit to turn the pump on during freezing temperatures is incorporated into the 
OTT -200 series. This feature prevents damage to the collector from freezing by circu-
lating the warmer storage water. The pump turns on at 36°F and off when the collec-
tor is heated up to 37SF. - MODE 2 
The OTT -~lOO series is deSigned with a high limit control of the storage temperature. 
When the storage tank IS 160"F or higher, the pump will not run. By keeping the water 
temperature below 160°F, the fear of scalding is eliminated and a precautionary 
mixing/tempering valve is not needed. - MODE 4 (Other temperatures are available 
upon special orderJ 
For the Freeze-Fail-Safe'" system the DTT-690 series is available which incorpo-
rates a second 1 20V receptatle outpUt to hold electric valves in position to allow 
water flow through system. (The motor control is also a receptacle outlet and the box 
is eqUipped with a 120V line cord inputJ Upon power failure or freezing conditions. 
42°F. the valve circuit tums off allowing the valves to return to their normal position 
which causes the collector to drain. The sensor for the Freeze-Fail-Safe'~ system is a 
low voltage, hermetically sealed bi-metalic element designed for military/space applica-
tions under U.S. Government Spec. MIL-S-24236. - MODE 6 
To add vl:lrsatility and more accurate control of functions the On-70 and Dn-790 
series offer an extemally adjustable Turn-On Differential with a fixed Tum-Off of 
1. 5°F. Another adjustable model is the on -3410 series which incorporates an exter-
nal adjustment for the High Limit. MODE 4, off temperature. 
All models without receptacles have a bypass switch which allows the pump to be 
tumed OFF or ON, bypassing the thermostat. 
Construction is all solid state electronics except the UL Listed 10 Amp, 1/3 HP, 
120V relay which is designed for 10 million mechanical cycles. 240V is also available, 
All models are optionally available with a Normally Closed relay function by specifying 
"NC" after the part number. 
For applications requiring higher than 1 /3 HP, or 24V AC output, compatible relays 
and transformers are shown on the reverse side. 
An indicator light on the front plate of the DELTA-T shows when the temperature 
differentials are in an ON condition. . 
(over) 
HEUOTAOPE GENERAL, 3733 kenora drive, spring valley, ca. 92077 
(714) 460-3930 
110 
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INITALLAtION 
:,.tallation is easily accOl11)lished by running 115V to the box and from the bale to 
the motor. Thermistor Ends for the sensor leads are furnished with the unit. The 
customer provides the interconnecting 1 Bl2Alead wire which connec~ the low voltage 
DC sensor leeds to the Thermistor Ends fol' which connectors are furnished. HrdA 
ware to attach Thermistor Ends to pipes. flat surfaces or curved surfaces is also 
fumished. 
aPlClFlCATlONa, PRICING 
..................... ft_ ..... Output Contra! Y, HP fl. 120 VAC (fornv- HP 11M wid'! fI.1201 
BO. '00. 200. 400 
... !IDO ..... 
~ 
90 and 290 Senes 
~ 
690Senes. 
~NdIH .. _ OFFdIH_ Electric .. Electrical MODI 1 MODI 2 MODE 41 MODI I 
tl ... 500c ,1aI.ao-c: Hookup Input OFF ON 0" ValWfIacp. 
MODEL Intu DOM ~'M r..:orCII iOJee;;;; .~ w .... ... - ,,1- A ..... OFF 'F -c 'F -c knockout1 C_Racp. ~2VOC 8O'F .. , 110'F 1a""·2'P 
OTT-IO 11.0 5.0 3.0 1.7 
" 
It 
OTT·.' •• 5 2.5 1.5 0.8 It It 
OTT-82 16.0 •• 3 6.0 2.8 It 
" OTT·83 16.0 •• 3 1.5 0.8 
" " 
OTT.1IO 9.0 5.0 3.0 1.7 M 
" OTT·ln •• 6 2.5 1.6 0 •• 
" " OTT·92 16.0 •• 3 6.0 2 •• 
" 
II 
OTT·93 1S.0 8.3 1.6 0 •• k 
" 
OT'I'100 9.0 5.0 3.0 1.7 .. 
" " OTT·l0l •• 6 2.S 1.5 0.1 .. .. k 
OTT·l02 15.0 8.3 5.0 2 •• .. .. 
" OTT·l03 15.0 8.3 1.5 0.8 
" 
.. k 
OTT·200 9.0 5.0 3.0 1.7 .. .. 
" OTHOl 4.5 2.6 1.6 0.8 .. .. 
" OTT·202 15.0 •. 3 5.0 2.8 
" 
k .. 
OTT·203 15.0 8.3 1.5 0.8 
" " " 
OTT-290 9.0 5.0 3.0 1.7 II II II 
OTT·291 4.5 2.5 1.6 0.8 II II .. 
OTT·292 15.0 8.3 5.0 2.8 .. .. II 
OTT293 15.0 8.3 1.5 0.8 II 
" 
II 
0'" ·400 9.0 !:'O 3.0 1.7 .. .. II 
01l'401 4.6 2.6 1.5 0.8 
" 
.. 
" OTT-402 15.0 8.3 5.0 2.8 .. 
" 
II 
0T1'403 15.0 8.3 1.5 0.8 .. 
" 
II 
OT1'500 9.0 5.0 3.0 1.7 
" 
II 
OT1'501 4.5 2.5 1.5 0.8 II II 
OTT-502 15.0 8.3 5.0 2.8 
" " OT1'103 15.0 8.3 1.5 0.8 
" " 
OTT-690 9.0 5.0 3.0 1.7 II .. 
" 
II 
OT1'691 4.5 2.5 1.5 0.8 .. .. II II 
OT1'692 15.0 8.3 5.0 2.8 .. II .. .. 
OT1'69J 15.0 8.3 1.5 0.8 .. .. II .. 
OT1'300 CUll. Spec. Cull. Spec. Customer Specify CustOmer Speclfv CUll. Spec .• One unly IX 
For normally closed relay contact functIon specify "Ne" after part number. Add '5.00 to price. 
For :140 V I\C I npul with 240 VAC Oouble Pole Output ContrOl .pecily "240V" aher part number .• dd $7.60 to price. 
DIFFIIIINTIAL ~TH_'DIn A~, Output Control. VI HP (fl 120 VAC 
N differen- OF f differen Electrical Elettrrcil I\IIOOE I I\IIOOE 2 l1li00£4 MODE 0 
I\IIOOEL tia' Gb 50·C ... 1 (ri) 50'C 
Hookur'J Input OFF ON OFF V.I ...... cp. 
tU box !n8 \,..0101 I~UVA" ;; ~;~ B@low Below Above OFF of 'C "F 'C nockouts ie_rR• cp. 50/60 Hz 80'F J6'F 160of' 
OTT 70 AdJustAblg 1.5 0.8 x x 
OTT 71 Adjustable 1.5 0.8 .. x • 
OTT 72 Ad;u'tllhllt 1.5 0.8 
· 
II • 
TJ, 1410 Series OTT 74 Adjustable 1.5 0.8 x 
· 
.. 
unr.~. . ill: ... t 1 . i . l OTT790 ,~tfi\ituahllt 1.5 0.8 · • OTT791 Adlustabln 1.5 0.8 · · , OT1'192 Adluttable 1.5 0.8 · • . OTP94 Adjustdble 1.5 O.B • II II 
790 SenIl5 OTTJ410 9.0 5.0 3.0 1.7 • • ,-
OTTJ411 4.5 2,5 1.5 0.8 II x l' 
.. " OTT3412 15.0 8.3 5.0 2.8 • 
· 
~,.) 
OTT3413 15.0 B.3 1.5 O.B • .. I" 
For normally clo .. d ,e14Y (ontact function ,pecify "NC" aft.r part number, Add IG.OO to prIce, 
For 240 VAC Input VII,Ih 240 VAC Oouhle Pole Output Cont,ol opecify "240V" .ft.' Pdtt numb .. ,. Idd $7.50 to price. 
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P"lca 
UL IncI .... 
Listed rn::.--
Vas ... 00 
Vas _00 
Vas •. 00 
Vel •• 00 
/" 
a,.SO 
.'.SO 
.'.SO 
.'.SO 
Vas ..a00 
Vas ..a00 
Vas ..a00 
v .. a.oo 
V .. a.oo 
V .. a.oo 
V .. a •• 
v .. ..aoo 
I~ ".10 ".10 
... 10 
".10 
v .. a.oo 
V .. a.oo 
V .. ..aoo 
Veo a.oo 
No 35.00 
No 35.00 
No 35.00 
No 35.00 
~-I' 88.00 68.00 68.00 
<I 88.00 
No 53.00 
PRICE 
UL Includ .. 
Lilted Th.rrnlttor 
Endo 
V .. •••. 00 
V .. 53.00 
V .. 53.00 
Vel 53.00 
il'" 
In.5O 
68.110 
I' 68.&0 156.&0 
Vel 53.00 
V,. 53.00 
V .. 53.00 
Vel 63.00 
TES-1 $4.00 
10' lOng. ceften WII'e. 3000 nhm '" 25 C tnrJudes WIN! nuts for electrir.A1 
hookup Ind stlicone ftberglass t8(1tl for 5UI'f lICe mounttn{), (For repillCf!r.'DI't 
use with OTT·Sf!I'ItI!l or WIth Electronoc Thermometer E T -01350.1 
&p.i! sa,sO 
3000 nhm @l25~. TherlMtOr S4!nscr with ~. MPT. 
sp-eo ".DO U Z::::. 
3000 ohm @l2S'C, ThermtStor Sensor with '," MPT 
ReP.50 57.DO G,." sao: 
Same .. BP·50 except leeds tlxtond from rt'VQI'S8 end. For dll'flCt. irnfMl's,nn 
into tril. Utilize cUlltOmer furnished "a" coupling end any lengt. h of p'pe. Wore 
ctmeCtionS ere encIoIed intllde pipe. 
.... __ (included WIth On·690 snnes) 
FS-1 120.00 oe_c==--= 
"ON" above 42"F ~ 5"F. "OFF" below 52'f I'IStng temperllt.um Hf!rrN!tiClllly 
sealed non-adjustable btmetaIic type. IncIucIfls strap hardwnm fnr att'll':hrnMt -
to pipe. (May also be used '" conjunction '/l"·h OTT-400 Md HEllO-MATII': 
senes to provide additional feature of frer.le reclrmlatmn prlltac:tlon ) 
2T 511 GA $14.30 
INTERMATlC, NEMA type II, hasp tor lock, hlll!Jed door 
WIth rubber seal. (For use as enclo!;ure when t.he OTT· 
senes IS to be mounted outside I 
TIIMI'ORI ... 
T·120124. knockout mounted 
T-120124P, plug mounted 
$4,50 
$500 
120V AC PI'IITl8I'; 24V AC Secondill'y 20 VA 
lIL listed. (Use when OTT 5tgnal output, I1OOf1s to bo 
24VAC.l 
T·240112, knockout mounted $7.50 
240V AC Prtmary. 12V AC Secondary. 20 VA 
RELAYS wiCh ENCI.OSURES 
R-120 $14.30 R-24 $14,30 R·12 $18,20 
AC Cotl Voltage lridtr.ated '" part number All Are 
OPOT. 25 Amp. 1 HP. Ul hsted Two plE'Ce endo-
sure has four 112" conduot knockouts 
FREEZE.., ............ VALVE PACKAGE 
VP-1 572,50 
Use 'n conlunctlon with OTT-690 senes, FIve connect'ons Itn ami frnm collec-
tors, to and from storage tank. and draIn) Collector WIll iflltnmatll-:ally dratn 
upo~ removal of electncal SIgnal 
VACUUM RELIEF VALVE 
VRV·36A 56.95 
Valve reqUIred on all draIning type systems. :V." 
MPT. Mount at hIghest location above collector. (Al-
lows atmosphenc all' to enter collector 50 th~t col-
lect.or WIll draIn) 
.. VENTING VALVES. Float Type 
AV-426. 'I." MPT. 150 Max PSI $11.90 
AV-S7. '10" MPT. 35 Max PSI $ 7.60 
ValvI! required on all draIning type syGtP.fllS Mount. ~t. hIgh 
mot point above collector I Allows trapped atr to be relea:;erl 
from system when pump Il' stlll"teIi ) 
STOIIEX_ TANK wid! ...... wall ....... c ......... 
;)1' c! 'xl loop systems where solar heated :mtllreeze HoIul.KJns heat water In 
t.ank through integral heat I!xchanger. 
AIlt.Ankl'haveauxlhary4 5KW helller. 
65 Gallon 10 sq " Exchanger TC·S5E·OW $:>28 
80 Gallon 15 sq It Exchanger TC-80E·OW $;>63 
170 Gallon 20sq It EKchanger TC 120E-OW $:1-14 
Sf~lrttiiU~ dlitH :'.Iu*!f. 'tV,III.,bl,. Ilpnll rr~q!lw.f 
.......... TAIIIIIl 
£T -442 520.50 
Tool! reqund on lilt closM loop sygttems '12"MPT, B" dil, x 
13" high for nyst.ems up to 20 galinns of Hut &chIInge 
FlUId capacity. diaphragm type captive 8Ir. CWhen Heat Ell-
dlll!Y.lr. FIutd bcnomes heattld the pPIIlSIOtI is IIbsurbed by 
t'l£' f. xparn-~on Tank,! 
TV·5...">6 $11.00 
Exull'ndlly adlusttlble from 12Q.1lJO"F, 3J&" swat fittings. 
crlmpletely nnn·fP.l'l'OUS construction, thermastatic tie-
ffil!f>t repl~Abln wtth(,"t I'f!ITIOVing vaNe. (For use with 
<'IOmr.5tIC hot Wl.tcr tiIIIk. Cold water IS miUd with hot. to 
NlQIAAt.1! "Kit wMfII"tenlpf!l'ftt.urt! Rt Y8Iw setttng, pi-avent. 
"'(J "'~/lU"9 Wiitrn- temperatures at the faucet. lengthens 
OU', tltl! rieltvery 01 hot water fmm tank by mfl(ing cofd at tI'NII 
tank. not t.!ltI fallcet, Necessary kr all solar !lVStlmll.l 
TlMPlltATUM AND ........... VAL. 
T&P·100xL 5512 
¥4"MPT. 150 Ihs , 210 'F, 
.......... ClRCUUTION ....... 
Q 
CUT IlION, CIMed loop systemS only, IfICIuding two vaIIIes.~ 
UPS-2f).42F $60.20 
1 !20HP i" 115V AC. 5-posJtJon varlabte floW !'.ontroi 0 
hy c.ternal ad,ustment plus two-speed mntor controf. 
UP-26·64F $6B 60 Same as above e_cept 1112 HP and WIthout two spel!d 
STAlNLESSS1EB., ()penloap, potabIeWlltel'systeml.1I1CIuding two valves. 
tIM-2h·1ASU $7515 
1 i;l5 HP ;,' 115V, AC, Stngle speed WIthout flow control 
UP~'5-42SF $9100 Sitme as above IJlcept 1/20 HP. 
UP·25·64F $10770 Same as above ellCept 1112 HP. 
LINE CORD wh:It ...... add 53.00 to pump price. 
SiJrclfy "WIth hne cord" after any pump part number 
iiI1rl the ptHTIp will he JlI'f!-wired WIth a hoe cord to 
stmply phJg into '.he OTT-SC)' 290, 690 and 790 
SI!f'lP.fi 
a.cnHNRC~~~Mnu~,n .. ~""'''''''''''''''''''''-=--''''''''''-----
ET 01350 $7450' ~ 
Temperature range 0" to 350" dIsplayed on a four lOCh wide dial. Dial shnwS 
tempP.rature '" hIlth Fahrenheot and CelCI\JS, Thermistor sensors may be 
lor;a'P'!j up to 1.000 feet _ay from theNnonleter. Customer provides Inter-
r;nnnP.r.tlng t.wn-r;ooductor WIres (18 to 24 gao recommellded) which are at-
tOChHt1 to t.he ell!Ct.roro!C thermometer terminal strip and to the Thermtstor 
End Sen<;()r'; Twelv2 pos,t,on rotary SWItch aHows temperature sPl1Sing at up 
!.n 11 dlffcrP.l1t IOGlltlons plus an "OFF" POSItion. Response tIme IS immediate 
upm changIng SWItch location. Thel momcter comes with three Therrmstor 
E ntl SOrY;(lf'1'; For' sonSlng at addttlonal locations, purchase one TES-1 . list.1!Il 
above. lo!' each i1d(~tlonallocatlon, 115V AC Input WIth t.hree-Wlre hoo cord 
Dll1lI!I1SlOos: 11" wide x 4" hIgh X 8'/4" deep Separate data sheet avatlable upon 
r!!quest 
Ask ahout. our t.wo locatIon !;trlP chart recorder and a hand-held battery pow· 
err.tl (~gltal 
SOLAR HEATED SWlMMlNO POOL CDNTADLSYITEM 
HElIO·MATtC 1
'm 
Assl!mbly of DI'It.a,T. 12V transformer. Weatherproof 
Ca<;e. imd 12V Eler:t1'll.' VllIves With complete InstructIons 
Roll, 120 and 240' Volt.age tnpllts available. Separate data 
sheet avatlable upon request 
INSOLATION METER 
1M S $5750 
Hdntl h."" ,,,,,t'w, Inrt.cutes sola!' Intpnslty 
1\11 ,Wtf'r"· ·.,tlI1wn .tl I' nl'hV"!'Plf pf'lCHS wlthlf"! I.he I) S,.. eXCf·mt. srnREX TANKS wtucr fir" 
I,h'rj:lP.d rrp.u.,lt r;nllf'cr. r: 0 D or r:hpd rrH6t ar~company order- unlp.s!:. crr.clif. h. ...... , h~ 
I,·;t..tt!h·{tu~rl fnrf'tilfl (;!J·,tnrJH~r<;, .Jdd 7<l.., tfJ (;/ivnl" f"e'~t And h~!'1g 
r '.jP V,!jtr hl'ltf .• "'n W;trT'iflf.'1'u,f",.filf t IfI'l '1!I~r;lntf'" nn flll nTr product.s Orw. yP.M frn~1 dt~.p. 
'" 'ltlff 11"'.1> Ilithll"'1 ", Il'n!l,l~d f,lll"f~pldt;f'!tII~tlt 11' dt!fi!Cllvry f'/'1r.rr:h;,n,it,~p WIO· it tl!',',d II-
pl"u!'TlI'flt A!: rw fl'11' 'I"iW ;trJd t1> ',.,.1' fill' ,,~;lr·., h f)'! I d>1tp. of r'Ircl ,it ,flo I'il!}lllt",,·, f 'rtf .. '1 t.) 
fT!I,l.tf;r'flll·nl Ilf 111~!('r r,lVI" 'nr" .. ctl.I'lljl'" ,l'UI d tp.".fp.n rep'~CP.'"pnf. to''';.t tl.t!. .... ,f'rVICp ;;1',"11" 
111 '", n r 1,!!tVItII' rl.,I> ! IT WI·,1tJ1Pt CXIlf)'.' rrf! Ofl IJfl,I.', f;Ot rlp.~~'r;nRt1 for nIJt"',Ir1~ l"r.".mIPlt.ltl" I' 
I'll' I fl'IPIr'r! II'" tl'f W,lrf,lntv 
ORDER OIRECTL Y FROM HEUOTROPE GENERAL 3733 Kenora OrM? Spring Valley. CA 92077 • (714) 460-393n 
t I ~ 
a ............................ ~.,. 
ORDER FORM to HEUOTROPE GENERAL. 3733 Kenora Drive. 
Spring Valley. CA. 92077 • (714) 48Q..3930 
0at8..-_____ _ 
Name ______________ , ______________________________ __ 
C.mpany Name __________________________ _ 
A~s~ ________________________________________ _ 
O~---------------.--------------------------State _______ Zip ~~-------------
CIUAN11TY DESCRIPTION AND PaRT NUM_ PIUCI TOTAL 
CftIifomia 6% Sales Tex 
Ship: C.O.D . o or Check Enclosed 0 
.. ...... .... .. t:hIe ............. , you will be sent our latest date sheet and order form with the 
shipment to you. 
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DIFFERENTIAL 
TEMPERATURE THERMOSTAT 
. . . for solar heating and 
solar hot water system control 
DELTA·T .. 
DESCRIPTION 
Enc!osure ,& 5' ....... " 4·1 IllS" by 
4 -" '1 S" UL L .. ted electnC8I outlet 
bu_.1 I 9mm. 11 Smml. 
The DEL -A·T'· Differential Temperature Thermostat is an automatic motor control 
which tums on and off the circulat.ion pump If1 a solar heating or solar hot water 
system when the collector tt!lTlperature exceeds the storage temperature by preset 
differentials. 
The OTT -90 is deslgtled to be hooked-up without the need to hire an electrician as it 
is equipped with a gl'ounded power supply cord and a receptacle outlet in the box cover. 
A feature of the OTT -100 is an AUTOMATIC OFF condition when the collector 
temperature is below BO° F. ThIS feature prevents the pump turning on at night when a 
large amount of heat has been extrClCted from storage. 
A CirCUit to turn the pump on during freezing temperatures IS incorporated into the 
OTT -200. This feature prevents damage to the collector from freezing by circulating 
the warmer storage water. The pump tums on at 36"F and off when the collector is 
heated up to 37"F. 
For complete freedom in selecting any desired ON aop OFF differentials. as low as 
an OFF differential of 2°F. the Model OTT·SOO is available. 
All models except the OTT·9Q have a bypass Switch on the side of the unit which 
allows the pump to be turned OFF or ON. bypaSSing the thermostat. 
Construction IS all solid state electronics except one UL listed 10 Amp, 114 HP, 
115V relay which IS designed for 10 million mechalllcal cycles. 
INITALLAnON 
Installation IS easily accomplished by f'lJnning 115V to thE: box and from the box to 
the motor. Thermistor Ends for the sensor leads are fumished with the unit. The 
customer provides thp. interconnecting 18-2 lead wire which conllects the low voltage 
DC sensor leads to the Thermistor Ends for which connectors are fumished. Hard-
ware to attach Thermistor Ends to pipes, flat surfaces or curved surfaces is also 
furnished. 
SPECIFICATIONS, PRICING 
INPUT: 105-13hV AC. ~l 80 '·yOI!. "K"II" p"'''''' OUTPUT: I 15V At:. 10 Anq •. 'I, HP 
---- '-'1 ... -------
If DifFERENTIAL Off DIFFE"tNTI~'" 
Moon "F C F j C 
~~~~i' -Hi :}~: : .. ~ ~ i· ~:~-~~'i 
.. ". ----1- -- -- -- -ONIOFF 
ADDITIONAL BYPASS Ae WIRING 
FU'.CTlON SWITCH HOOKUP PRICE 
N" ... V .. Inslrtf" 81n: S]9.~O 
,-
Nun, N" 811.3_. $31.00 
I 
"llig and J 
."ollgrl!· 
If'lit.ul. 
I 
Ada $oj ~ln tOI' ihl'.t,HW .tlld hi.ll1,r'ltltj I :,lhLJ11;ltI ,'IJ~,I!ijlH'I', "lid hi'. ·~'Ih!'. L.u 
Crl~f'k tn\l~t .if"l'ill1rll,itIV ,J! ,.,' liI,'t"1'; I r. thl I,.l'-; tH""I' I' .1.lllk.lu,d 
DdIV{~ry 1f",lm "t(u'k I}/ll' '11'.11" ' .. It, ,!,I,'flllli q:r.lI',IP!"I· 
0, d(~f' (fin 'cth; II ulll 
HEUOTROPE GENERAL, I U69 hidden mUSH rtf .. el c.ll()l1. C..J ~J2020 
(714) 447- 1 GUO 
114 
.&2_ in 
, 
• _ _./Ii 
. ~ 
Mou"t box on la.ld. vAll elo •• to an electrle aoura. aa4-tlle MotOI' to ... ""troll", 
~b. llS ••• r.lc. ~oe. dll'.atl. to tb_ ~TT boa aftd tbe .. to the Motor. 
S£flSO~ MOOtS..ttP:AU un eel' .1 ..... al'"'" ,11 ,VIMt";'·'\lH.'t.1.".;.t~.OH .' •• ~1.-#:r~ "",, 
l.ads whlch ar. atubb.a out of tb. boa ar. to be attache" to a ... tvo-eonduator l.a. 
wJr. whleh will run '1'0. the box to the .tor.~. a"d 'rOM the box to the collector. 
(A" 11 oavoe a!p 0" b.ll l.ad wi~. la r .. eOlllM.lu'ed and nO 10n •• 1' factorY-'ural."M., 
81 •• 11. Wlre-Muta are pro.id.d for th ••• attach •• nta. At tb. t.ral .. atlft .. 0''-., 
1 .... vire. at the coUeetor and atouae. attach the ." ,.herMlator 11:,,,,.. "'EA",rW"" 
'"S!lUTlItG PROCEDURES SHOULD !E EXERCISE" if the W1l'e-Nut eoaaactio". are •• "o •• a to 
out.ld. con~ltl0.a. 
~h. clear lead wlre i. to be attaahad to a atora.. locatloa vhare a low t"p.r-
atura will ba •• n.ed. "h. vhita and qr •• wlr •• are to b. attacb." n.ar the eoll.c-
tor dl.eharqa wh.ra a hi"her tem"arature vl11 ba .an.ad. Ceertala Modela of tha 
• nElTA-T do not ha •• the qre, wir •• ) 
r.AUTION SHOULD RE [XERCIS[(I WHEH HA"Pt.lNG 1'''£ THFR"1ISTOR uns at the intenal 
con.tructlon i. of 91a •• vhieh i. brittle aad could crack if rouqh1. ha"d1ed. 
Attaeh the ~h.r.iwtor Fond. to the.urfaee to he aan.ad vith the .ilicon/fiq.r~la •• 
tapa includ.d. U.e a~nroxi.ately l~" ta~e and .ecure to a alean .urfaea. ~h. tara 
iftc1u~Aa 1. rated to ,snop. It ~ay also ha aa.isahle to mecbanieallv .acura t~a 
lead wire ju.t hefor~ the tane eonnection by tyino the l.ad vir~ to a .eeure portion 
of the collector and tank. 
Aftar installation of the ~h.rai.tor F.nds. cover the ta~. and therMi.tor. with 
any kind of thermal insulation'80 that the .a.aors vl11 pick uo onJy the taMperatara 
of the .urfaee. not tbe a.hiant air. 
9h~~la it ~. ft.ee •• ~rY to ~l.o. the .~ar.~e 8ensor into a 11"uI4. it is ree~­
mand.a to utili •• a clo.ed-.na pla.tic or cooper nine to heraetically aeal the 
•• naor from the liquid. ~be "her.i.tor ~nd ahould ba enoxy-attachea in.lae the pipe 
at the and bainn .en.ed. ~be pur~os. of t.be enoxy i. to er.ata a. ~ood a tharMal 
bond with the ~ipe .a oo •• ibl.. (If .u.~end.d In air inside a pipa. the true liquid 
temnerature vould not be •• n •• d.) 
115V HOOK-tiP; All MODElS EXCEPT f\TT-90: With cU8tomer-furnhhact wire-Muu. 
attach toq.ther the tvo incominq vhite wire. to the wire fr~ the tran.former. 
Al.o attAch incominG .arvice black wire to the vellow vir~ connected to the pe 
Board. Also attach outqoinq "u.o black wire to the hlack vir. connected to t~e 
PC Board. F~P MpnEL nTT-Q~: Pluq the c~rd into Any 115V outlet and rlu" t~. 
pump cord into the recepticla Oft th~ box cover. 
WIRING DIAGRAM: 
11SV OIlT WUU 
r.OLLECTnp - White 
COLLECTOR Grey· 
STORAGE - Clear 
·~OH : Cl'rtai n 
models do not 
ut.iliz@ "rev wire. 
115 
He 115V '" ack 
MIUCITII .... ..-AL 
, 869 hidden meu I'OIId 
., cajon, california S2020 
L 
as 
Rhftmf,tlnll Stora(le SYlltcms consiNI of one or more insula!,!.'d and jacketed tllnh (2. ~. 4 I. pelfectly mani· 
folded. 10 IIlIpply the "I\II~" willer \t.:m:lnd'l or 1111 c(lmn~n:illl, indUlill'iul an,1 i.hlltutiona\ nrl'lil:llti\Jn~. 
Tbl~ Il)'ltem lakell 1M 1l1~s,work "lit of druw·olT cl1il.'il.'lII:ies anti manifold rrc'\~urc drops. 
Hill E Ml~l:'S 
STORA(;£ :.L ~fM~ The Rheemala!l Slorll(le Sy~tem (tanh lind manifoltl, 1.l.'omhined with tl Rheem Commercial Wllter Hellter. 
pvu a lIy51em with nil majut' components wlmantee\! hy Rheem Munuhlclminll Company. 
WARRANTY - The RhctmlllM SIOt~ System .::tflk, n fult ~ :''''IU' Wllnnnty illtain5l Innk failure. toeal 
delivery and c:(t~tM of lemoval. I~in'tllllalion. lalml' ;In" IlInl~" ial~ al1: n,'1 1.'0\'I.'I1:d. The complete term~ of 
tilt "'arranly ole 8vlIilllb'e III utlr sales om,,-e. . 
singles or multiples 
of 
,;,;!~' 
Inaulated atorage tank 
GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS 
~~~\~~ -F ~#.: 
RSS·120 
R5S·240 120SS·2L 
RS5-360 I 120SS·3L 
l ~~~~~o ---L-'20S~L 
NDte: Single Insulated and Jacketed Glas51ined Tank Weigh .. 
400 lb!>. 
MANIFOLD APPLICATION INFORMATION 
120S5-2l 
120SS·3L 
120SS·4L 
Duplex 
Triplex 
Quadruplex 
For Two Unit", 
For Three Units 
For Four Units 
MOOEL APPLICAnONS 
Thifl 8vRtcm can be installed wherever the d('mantl 
utiliz~ stored water from 120 gallons to 480 Anllnns 
or more. Unlike other storage tanks, this system enn 
pns." through a 30" opening-ideal for small hoii('r 
room dl)(}rs. 
No ""ddles are necessary as tanks stand vcrticl1l1y 
on the floor. 
CONSTRUCTION FEATURES 
1. STORAGE TANK-The tank iR lim'et with a etouhln 
conting of a hi~h tcmpernitlr(' glnss formula. It 
is IlIIilt for long iif(l und{~r any wn!t'r ('ontiit ion. J\ 
magnesium llnmi(' rod is fa<'fory insl:lll(,11. E:lI'h 
t:mk is et('signed for ano psi t('lo;t Jlr(,~sl'rl' -);i() psi 
wl)rldnl~ pre~gul'('. 
2. FIBER GLASS INSULATION-A h<'avy hlank('t (If 
Fih,\r Gla1"11 insuintion ('omplct('Iy ~;urrnllnrfs t hp 
tank. The cfi'cctiven('AA of t hil'l matcri:tl in prt~v(mt­
jng heat )011" is w('11 known an,1 its lise nssurl''' 
minimum IOAANI. 
3. STEEL JACKET-Complete uni' is en('" !o'er) in 1m I\('() 
ennmd "tecl jnrket. With minimum (':ll'f" j:wlu't. 
will remain aUradive and colorful fur ~·(ml'l'. 
4. HAND·HOLE CLEANOUT -Large hanet-hole clean-
0111 i~ :-;Ianllaret equipment. Opening is used for 
r"n1Ov:11 (If I·wale (lime), MIt. Mnd. anel other 
t'orei).!11 mall'rial that mj~ht (u\('umuhk Opening 
is C'Illipl)(lrl with a gllliolS coated co,,!'r plate and 
i:-; :-;pah,o with n replnceahle gasket. 
5. TANK OPENINGS-Circulating linc' connect ion" arc 
i ':!" N PT. 0, h('r o(l<minlts arc Ilrovietecl for hot 
wal!'r out leI. relief valve. tempcrnture control nnd 
orain v:Jlve. 
6. COPPER MANIFOLDS-Copper sweat fittings nnel 
hlhin:! 1lI'I' precut nnd p.wkngccl at the f.",tory. 
E:l!'h ('oflll)(m(mt is i(l«>ntifiecl for ea~ of nSS('mhly 
and instnllnt ion. This method will n"sure that tanks 
will pprf/ll'O! as n I"inltle unit and J!'ive the n1ivBntagc 
of (!x( n'me f\,·xihility. 
OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT 
1. ~hut-ofT valv('S lor mnnifoltll-l 
2. Tempernture nnd pr('ssure relief valve 
:t. Tank tcmpcratllr(' ('(lIll 1'01 
4. Drain vnlVf~ 
RHEEM MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
WATER HEATING PRODUCT9 DIVISION/C.nic8fJo. illinois 80852 
11 1 • 
,f 32- -
t ... '" 1 ~ • '" ~. , 
pIMaN8ION8 AND INSTALLATION SPllCIPICATIONS 
RH, ••• LA •• TORA ••• Y.T ••• 
PLOOR .PAC ••• QUIR ••• NT. 
1----.... ---..... 
• QUIVAL.NT PR ••• U.I D.OP eIlA.T 
.. 0. CIRCULATIN •• ANIPOLD. 
~--HOT OUTLET lWO' 
INIUlATIOff PAD 
-r---+----+--... -+-I" N.".T. 
-, RELIEF VAlVE OI'£NINO 
Y' 
12OSJ.2L 
l2OSJ.k 
12O$H&. 
UII1II IF __ PIlI II mr 
WITII ElllVAlfIf PIlI •• ...,. 
II::=- I" 1,,- 1':1" IW' 
......... 1.0 • • • • 
..... '''- 1.1 I U • • 
................ O.J I I II ., 
.... 
... C. 
-
II 
-
• 
.. • 
JACKET RH ••• WAT •• HIAT.R WITH ••••••• 
.TO.A ••• Y.TI • 
• ,," N.".'. OPlNIIIGI fOIl 
ClllCULATlfIQ LIM. 
] ~"Nf'T • DIIAINCOCK OI'£NlfIQ 
ORIGINAL pAGE IS 
Of POOR QUAUrv 
.AM .. L ..... C, .. ,CAT,O .. 
Hot water ltorale nil be provided by a Rheem,ias 
Stora,e System, Model No. ____ with insulated and 
jacketed tank (s) perfectly manifolded to store-__ _ 
,allons maintained aL-. ___ e F. This system shall 
utilize tank (I) that have a double coatinl 0( a hi,., tem-
perature ,. (onnula and are equipped with a ma,-
nesium anode rod. Tank(.) ahalJ be c:lcsiped (or 300 pai 
test presaure - 150 psi workinl preuure and ahoJl be 
equipped with a boiler type hand-hole cleanout. Unlt(.) 
shall be insulated with heavy blanket 0( Flbertlu that 
completely surrounds tank and be encued In baked 
enamel sled jacket. Manifold shall be pre-cut copper and 
packaged at factory with neoeesary sweat fittinp to InIure 
component tanks performin, 81 a aincle unit. Tank(.) 
shall be covered by a 5 year manufacturer warranty 
a,ainst corrosion. 
RHEEM MANUFACTURING COM .. ANV 
PRINTED IN U.s.A. 
... 
_·s .... 
WATER HEATING PRODUCTS DIVISION/Chicego, IIUnoIe SO •• 2 
• RItetm.1so "' .. " other £fWirOftllltllt.1 Control Produets/Residenti" Hellin •• Air Conditiollilla (~ 
COIIItIftrci,' • '''rill Hellinl-Coolinllftll All' T r,lIrnent ".... 
"1. "'~i .. wi", i" ",n," ... 'i ...... ~,."... MII~' ...... _ .. ,. , ....... Me..".'''''.' c._, , ...... , ,,,. ..... Ie .... , ......... i ......... ' ..... 
H-GC-SP 117 FORM I02C·22 Rr.;V·I 
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STEIL, TWO.WAY 
AND X5S.R •• lc 
SKINNER STAINLESS 
SOLENOID VALVES-V5 
._--_._ ..... _--_.-_ ..... _---' ................ -_ ......... --~"'-~ -*,...-,--- ~ .... , ~ •.•..• ..-_ • ..-lIIIie '.. ·.rm_ .. ·· .... " ....... _ 
, . 
: ~ 
( I 
~ , _"' ..... ,T. ~ " . 1 ....,." .' \ ! .. 
THI MOST VlRSAnLE TWO.WAY STAINLESS STEEL SOLENOID VALVU AVAUU 
The "Ign of ...... val"et i. 10 fI •• ible that the botic 
"a"'. can be modified to pro¥ld. almott any arrangement 
of porting. mounting, flow control, ¥Oitaget and frequencies 
to me.t almast any application. 
Each val" I. 100% t .. ted to .peclflcatlons similar to those of 
the aero.pace industry, and quality control procedures co"er 
e"ery manufacturing and olMfftbly operation. The highett 
stanetarcl, of the Underwriters' Laboratori •• Inc. or. used a, 
minimum operating specifications. 
V5 Serlet va"'et or. avoiloble two-way normally open. 
two-way normally closed and two-way normally clcKed duol 
pvtpOM. All or. available In .tandard conatruction and mast 
in •• pIosion-proof construcflon. 
Most e.,lotion-praof conttrucflon.'" ON UL ........ . 
for ute under Oou I, Groups C .... D, holClfdoulloca ... ... 
galOline "apor., .tc.; Clau II, INza ..... 1ocationI, Group " 
coal and cake dust, and Group G, .. dwt. 
A'PLICATIONS 
• Aircraft 
• Automation 
• Oehumldlfi ... 
• Dispensing 
• InttrumentatIon 
• Laundry EquIpment 
~ LPG EquipMent 
• Machine Tool. 
• 011 lumen 
• Tran.,.rta'ion 
• Vending 
• Dental EquIp-
..... 
SPlCI',CAnoNS 
J At VE TYPES 
General Purpose 
Normally open typet V51, X51 
Normally closed typet V52. X52 
Normolly closed duol purpose type V57 
Speciol Purpose 
NonIolly closed, high preuure typet V52H, X52H 
Nt"'mally closed. low pr.""r. type V52 ~" 
ORIFICE D'AMEW~ 
Normally open 
V.5I, X51 ~", \oi6", ¥,u" 
Normally closed 
V52, X52 "-", ~", "''', !/a", ~", ~". 'A", M6" 
Normally closed duol purpose 
V57 ~". ~", ~", You", Y," 
Normally closed high pr.,sur. 
V52H, X52H Y.u", "-", ~". ~" 
v ......... -fWO·W.y If ......... ITIIl VAl¥lI 
'.0 ••. 1 118 
Normally closed low pr..". 
V52 ~" 
it :.; w' " . : -Ref., to c" factor In Catolot listing. and 
flow charta In Sedlon I 
.: • , /\ ({. '.' - R.f., to cotolot listings 
~".( 'i:;. -~", 'A", ~" Nf'T (~" a"ollable with ,," orifice 
only) !/a" and 'A" ISP for most ¥OIYet 
'I/O. t.. -Molt AC and DC ¥OItaget and frequencies 
Including wide ¥OItoge ronvet and frequ.ncies used 
CWerseG'. Se. coil liltlngl, SectIon 16 
II!·;.-; 'r::'. . -AC-A to 8 .... Mh to .... Of doll 
DC-10 to 15 ........ to open 
6 to 12 MIIi .. ", to dole 
OJ'uMI ,r; ... ; ,;;'U&)- Up to 600 cycIea per minute 
CI.J~·/(tl'tU 1.~", •• lr~-R.f., to tablet In SectIon 16 
~ow _, .. ~ (u.·., :.,;; ",-10 watts 
111 .................... l1li • 
..... Iriteift. c..-cticvt. u.s .•. 
f'li 
I 
, , 
SPICIFICA nONS (Centlnuecl) 
rlClt r p,',s.: - '8n (85"CJ lMaInMn for _"tlIlUOIII duty 
.'M,.,I.t,JM O,.!!IlATING PRESSUItE ClMllNfJAL-Up to 
MfcroM i. NCOIIIfHnd.cI for V52H, Xfttf ..... All ... 
."... ftOM requhd. 
LUIRICAf,ON-None ,. ..... cI 
3000 Pa\ 1ft ~"Iog .... NOte. Air tfnelulNfootlOn ................... ... life on hIeh-cyde air app ... ..... 
.,! •. ·).I,.i-clown to 5 ..... -011 types haYing a moa;· 
_ ap.rcitfng ..,..". of 15 PSI or higher eacept ty .... 
. YUH, XS2H. 
Wrrf(,.At "U ... K.~';'·-""""i"", ...... " VS2M and 
XS2H types ore operated at lower ... NtecI 1M ..... 
,',; .. 1<" t'kf.SSUIf-IK .......... aperotlng".... 
dIfferentIaS 
tIIght !eolra .. on ..... thouW 1M ........ 
• I' •• , H,,:,;WItE-l0,ooo PlIO TEIt" H'~ .. J.:: ., .•. :, ~f'-MInuI m ( -~Q to .... 'IO'P ~. 
~;r6)IA-ALL CCMMIOft IMdka incIvdIne air, Inert go .... 
hydraulic fluids, petrol ... products.'reona, water, stHm 
and IIIGftY corroUve 1MCfia. NOTE. Ute with tteam, water 
and __ petrol ..... products ftOfftIOfty requires plunger 
C+12.JC'Q 
~Ii'( ,,,.,,:,'(,, ·:-MIfIIonI of C)'det. 
' ... 'U,: .. ;·' .. · ...... i . ,;.1.;;< -10 G'. and ...... 
aSMftlbfy Insert modification. Ref., to Section ,. .1i',....h/~~,.-Mott .... .,. UL and eM App ...... 
I, •. ·~TlON-filtration of ~ down to 100 Contuft 5Wnner for 0011'1, .... w.,.. ... n. 
TWO-WAY NOIMALLY OPIN GINIIAL PUlPO. VALYD, "PIS VII, UI 
Two-way ftOtII'ICI'ly open .,... are O'IOllobl. In standard ._ r...;!.M'-' i..~';'; . 
construction, Type V51, and .aplosion-proof constrvction, :-•. _ .. __ .• -- --. - .- -r:.,. 
Type X51. : • • 
The volves are direct acting and ha.,. only twa IIIO'IInt ports, ~ 
..... tainl ... ItHllPrino and .... stalnlflt I .... plunger. 
1'M .tainle" st •• 1 plunger contoins 0 mofded soft aynthetic 
InMrt which provid.. bubblet\oht sealmo. Thia Mrt k 
molded into the top of the plunger and Mal. oH .... orifice 
IftCIdIInH In ......... 
There are ...., oppNcotiaM tho. require speclol In..,. 
Material becav .. of water, hit" heat, dead end olr appllca. 
'ion or other ... dio condltiaM. The.. condItlaM caUM 
IWofting or thtlnl&iftg of the Insert Il10 • .,101 and Interf.,. with 
.,atv. operation. for ...... conditlona, an AC operatloft a 
floating tap aeoI jl ''''p'oyed IMtIod of the .tcmdord pi.,...,. "'" ..... COMpeftIO'" for 0fIY ..... or shrinking 
and help. 1101 the orifice. for further InforMation IN 
Section 1 und.r Insert eN media apedfkatlont. 
RATfJItfS 
,.~~ ................. -
• . .. 
Ceil h.ual,., .Ine • ...- ch,..... c ...... -con Ito r0-
tated 360". w' NPT conduit shown. wide selection of 
other typ .. avoilabl., I.f.r to Sf. .'Ion 16. 
Coila '.r ..... t v ....................... c ... -wicte choice 
with low waHo,. CQnIUIIIPfian. See Section 16. 
eop..., ..... ,,. rI,..-vMd In AC volta,. '10''''' only. 
I.fer to Section I for detail •. 
.. ~-glrlfilc .......... cut I .. ~thfy finished well·rounded 
surfac. provid., !ant ittserf lif •• 
.,....-----Stoi ........... tie ... "." ..... I ..... ucI c.". ..... ·-
f'I,.dsion weld.d, hal OY" 10.000 PSI burst ." ....... ; .; -'F~------,.u...... ,. .......... . .... --hg, MOlded toft synthetic 
r..~ B4Ino.N Insert for bubblet .... ,"I"'v' 
i:' Sprlne "ovid.. ,..ltIve plu...., retunt-IIIOd. of 
..:i stainte" .t .... permit. volve to be lIIOWded in Oftt/ position. 
• n' ;":+1£;"J' .,;. ~, .. ' ~ :-cihA • .. -a...- • • ,.. •. , .... '_ .... ;= __ il.IIIII_ ....... ~:!w.._ ... ;;:;.. _.;;;.;_. -... • ..,.' ~'Iioi).,tilil'_·lIs$ ... ' .......... ,.'Oz i.. .. , '. 
t . !j 
.~~ 
1 
oW "'09' oj 
sw-.r ............... riet.lIIC. 
.... lriteill. c.-ctlcvt. U.s.A. U9. 
vt-x. II .. -TWO·WAY If ......... VAl.,. 
, ..... . 
PRINCIPLES OF ONRATION 
1)10 • ~"(.Ili'u 
Wtwtt ""' two-way IIOfmCIIIy 0,"" "'" it ....... "ir .. d. 
f1vid ftow it from the IN port located in "'" body up th«'ovq" 
........ It. atound the....." I. and ............. ot'.,' ... 
t. tocot.d 1ft ........ attd fhrouvh the """ adopt"', "' . 
• J .... Olr-" port. 
tNt"vlZEu 
When cvrrent i, apptied to thP. coil, e. a mopfit ',fOld ,\ 
.... blithed that mG¥fl the plunger, I. upward agointf ,,,,-
stop. f. the soft .rnthttk inIeft, G, in "'" pIunfttr MO' •• hot 
orific., C, wt.ich ,tops the flow through t~ va'"., 
CATALOG USTINOS 
For orcMrInt Wormo1Ion ... s.ction ,. 
Not.: Bold type and color indicat. YO .... carri.d in f('Cfory ftOck. 
.. -. • til:: l. •• ,,*,,"_ 
Y 
- ... -..... ~ ...... 
v-.i IIi \:zJ 
A 
TWO.WAY ."ORMALLY O'EN GENERAL PURPOSE VALVES, Type VI' 
J 
.-..- .......... 
t 
" ~ ~ 4lftwCflhll ~
'"" 
~.l 3 ~~ 
AC K , . ~ h·" ...,., v 
:rOftfn" 1OOf:f1.s, ... .n'll V510A11/IQ 
1$(1!; ?$I ISOtHO' 1.'\0 .09~ 
115.'<101 In 11.01 ~ .J1 
CATA100 HUM'" 
, .... , 
! 
C'...-. 
......... ,. 
'4" foWT 
V~IIIAnltn 
.......... rc 
I 
t 
'I, ...... , .~, 
.......... , .. 
.,."..,., 
i 
( 
i 
i 
I 
1.1 ... ·,IIt1'7f,., 
V~ lUI' ! ~I) ,..,... ____ ..... t.:r 
L :),.:r 
.--.-.'E("""'"'-"V!>-', De. 2. ''2. S 
TWO·WAY NORMALLY OPfH EXPLOSfON.PROOF, GENERAL PURPOSE VALVES, Type Xll 
.... - ........ "'_ .. 
......... '1"" Ofif..:,. .. tit 
At DC tWfw,1 
2Mln" :roo IUS' ~ 
IYl(,,.SI 1~1100' .... 
11) ~~ .. (tl 17"'0 All) ~ 
c ......... 
os, 
.09S 
. 11 
CATALOG HUMIEI 
'to . Nf" 
."IIl'" ;f/)" 
... HlIIlI \" 
.:-IlIIII II' • 
' .• ' Nf" 
•• .. l'ltInrlll 
• '.! IJII/' ',fl 
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»PIDDC 
(1OLAa/2005 - '7/14) 
Availabl. tbzougb tbe .atioul !'ecbnice1 
lnfomation Servic., Sprin9Ueld, VA 22151 
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Available through the National Technical 
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